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Wholesale broking and underwriting giant Amwins 
has acquired Business Risk Partners (BRP), a 
Windsor, Connecticut-based MGA focused on E&O, or 
professional liability, along with management liability 
and financial institutions, Program Manager can reveal.

The firm, which was launched by sisters Lisa Doherty 
and Linda Boborodea more than two decades ago, is understood to have a $75mn+ 
premium volume book of business. 

A large systemic event is the biggest risk facing the 
cyber market, and some observers believe that not 
enough attention is being paid to the potential tail risk 
that fronting companies operating in this sector are 
taking on. 

Sources suggested to Program Manager that questions 
are being increasingly asked about the potential tail risk that fronting carriers are 
exposed to when they sit between MGAs and reinsurance panels. 

The concern is that in the event of a large systemic cyber event, fronting carriers would 
be left holding the can for losses that they had not factored in or are 
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Much has been written over the last few years about the maturation, sophistication 
and professionalisation of the MGA, MGU and program administrator space.

In the 90s and early 2000s areas of the program business were viewed in certain 
quarters as being at the fringes of the mainstream insurance market, with practices 
and standards that sometimes fell short of heavily regulated and rated carriers.

And of course that played out in the results of some insurers that leaned in too 
heavily to the sector without the right level of due diligence and caution. Some even 
described program business as the “problem child” of the industry.

The sense is that the MGA world has changed much since then, however.

Change has in part been driven by the emergence of large, consolidator platforms 
such as those housed in the wholesale and retail broking giants, as well as best-in-
class operators such as Euclid and others that have consistently delivered for their 
stakeholders.

With that has come major investment in technology, greater governance controls, 
broader capacity relationships with high quality (re)insurers, underwriting expertise, 
and a host of other developments around infrastructure and operating models that 
have led many to see MGAs as the equivalent of carriers without balance sheets.

That shift in the perception of the sector is one factor that has driven a growing wave 
of underwriting talent from carriers, with MGAs now seen as a more than respectable 
destination of choice for those seeking a more entrepreneurial environment.

And last year, of course, AM Best launched its Performance Assessment (PA) framework 
for delegated underwriting authority enterprises in recognition of the growing 
importance of the sector and development of its participants.

But events of the last couple of weeks are a timely reminder that the guards of those 
operating in the sector as well as distribution partners must never be let down.
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Phantom paper 
Our sister publication The Insurer revealed last Monday that Indiana-based MGU 
James Allen was facing scrutiny – including from Lloyd’s and state regulators – 
regarding the capacity supposedly supporting its large commercial property program 
after intermediaries discovered it didn’t have Lloyd’s paper, as had been claimed.

Brokers widely believed that the property program was supported by a panel of 
carriers that included Canopius, Tokio Marine and Liberty Mutual.

But it was brought to the attention of intermediaries that the cover was instead 
underwritten by unrated US insurer National Direct Insurance Company.

James Allen has denied that a fraud took place, but the scale of the problem for 
wholesale brokers and retail brokers that had used them to place business with 
James Allen is beginning to become clearer.

As we report on pages 16-19, the MGU moved to scale its property program 
dramatically last year, especially in the fourth quarter, with premiums thought to 
represent between $40mn and $50mn of a total $85mn portfolio.

It appears James Allen had come from nowhere to become a major capacity player, 
with primary layers that had limits as high as $10mn and excess layers with limits as 
large as $100mn.

That inevitably draws comparisons with GuideOne, another property writer that 
went from a fringe player to writing huge lines on major accounts.

Left with significant portions of some placements now on unrated paper, retail and 
wholesale brokers spent last week desperately scrambling to move James Allen 
accounts.

And it has been far from smooth sailing.

Hard property market
The discovery of the James Allen paper issue coincides with one of the hardest 
property markets in memory, with capacity already significantly restricted.

Consequently, brokers have been left in a very difficult position as they try and 
make it right for clients.

Here of course the main onus is on the wholesalers that placed the business, 
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“Events of the last couple of weeks are a timely reminder 
that the guards of those operating in the sector as well as 

distribution partners must never be let down”



although their retail clients are also potentially facing E&O exposures too if the 
cover isn’t quickly replaced and claims come in.

There will also likely be financial implications for wholesalers in having to make up 
the difference between the premiums deals were placed with James Allen and those 
charged in the market to take on the business.

The sorry mess may have a knock-on effect on relationships between retailers 
and wholesalers involved, and it will certainly lead to a reassessment of the due 
diligence protocols and governance controls in place.

There is always the chance of a 
James Allen-type event taking place, 
however strong those protocols and 
controls – particularly if there is a 
rogue operator at work.

Such events – though apparently 
few and far between in the modern-
day MGA sector – do provide an 
opportunity for lessons to be learned 
and actions to be taken.

At a time of market dislocation if 
anything counterparties should be more closely scrutinised to make sure they are 
not too good to be true in the quest to keep pace with record submissions and deal 
flow and find scarce capacity, especially in property cat.

And the case could be made that the emergence of AM Best’s PA framework would 
provide an extra layer of due diligence around MGA partners to help avert another 
James Allen, and help ensure that there is no let-up in the drive to maintain 
standards in a sector that continues to offer so much opportunity.

Save the date: 17 May
We’ll be talking about the opportunities and challenges facing the sector (including 
the property cat capacity crisis) in our second ever Program Manager Conference & 
Awards Dinner in New York on 17 May. 

Last year we had a great turnout and excellent engagement from the market. You 
can find further information about the events and how to get involved on pages 31-
34. We look forward to seeing you there…

Comment
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David Bull 
North American editor, The Insurer

How our sister publication The Insurer 
revealed the James Allen news





outside any reinsurance protection they have in place. 

The top cyber MGAs write more than $1bn of business between them in the US, with 
most using some form of fronting.

The extent to which the market could withstand a systemic event is a big concern for 
all cyber players such as traditional insurance carriers and reinsurers. Reinsurers have 
increasingly focused on aggregation issues in recent years, for example.

But the relatively small balance sheets that fronting carriers operate with could 
potentially mean an event is ruinous if they don’t have additional protection in place.

It is unclear how the market would cope with a major event, such as a 1-in-100-year 
attack, because it has not faced one yet but it would certainly hit some fronting 
companies hard. However, some sources suggested to this publication that even a 1-in-
15-year systemic cyber event would cause big issues for some fronting companies.

How fronting carriers are exposed 
The fronting carriers could be hit by a systemic event in two main ways. 

First, given the trend in recent years to increasingly have skin in the game, fronting 
carriers will take losses from the risk they retain. 

Second, and potentially more importantly, the majority of cyber reinsurance treaties are 
quota share with most including a loss ratio cap. Reinsurers in the cyber space generally 
include loss ratio caps in the 300 percent to 400 percent range.

A major event would blow through those loss caps and exhaust the reinsurance cover, 
leaving fronting companies on the hook.

Other potential uncertainties from a major systemic event could include any potential 

Leader

Continued from page 1 – Focus grows on fronting carrier 
tail risk for systemic cyber events
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 Talking Points
• Tail risks from systemic events are a big concern for the whole cyber market
• Some believe this issue is a particular problem for fronting companies, given their 

relatively small balance sheets
• Fronting companies are exposed to systemic events two ways: the risk they retain and 

through tail risks resulting from reinsurance loss ratio caps
• Cyber MGAs and fronting companies have been vital in the cyber market’s rapid growth 
• AM Best explains to Program Manager that systemic cyber events, including cloud outages 

and malware, are key considerations in ratings for fronting companies 
• The rating agency says other considerations include the type and amounts of reinsurance 

purchased, including aggregate excess reinsurance



coverage disputes. It is possible fronting carriers could find themselves involved in 
lawsuits with high stakes if reinsurers refuse to pay losses.

A systemic event would be a big challenge for most participants in the cyber market. It is 
frequently cited as the top threat to cyber carriers’ solvency including those with bigger 
balance sheets than fronting carriers.

However, some sources this publication spoke to feel that the exposure it presents to 
fronting companies may be underappreciated.

It should be noted that fronting carrier relationships are not known in terms of loss ratio 
caps, and that the issue of tail risk as a result of these caps is a sector-wide one. 

The focus comes against a backdrop of the cyber market growing rapidly in recent years. 
On top of this, cyber MGAs and fronting carriers are both looking to aggressively build 
business as they look to their next funding stage or liquidity events for owners, with 
focus on the latter following Mitsui Sumitomo Insurance’s acquisition of Transverse.

Against this short-term focus lies a very real threat that it would be easy to hope will not 
present itself until the longer term. This is not a cyber specific or fronting specific issue. 
The property catastrophe market also faces the prospect of a large event striking at any 
moment. Many insurance companies have to be comfortable with taking on potentially 
crippling tail risk.

One difference with cyber, however, is that while models are also widely used in this space 
they are largely untested in a big event and are not close to the maturity of cat models. 

Another challenge is that fronting companies don’t necessarily have cyber specialists on 
board, and rely on the expertise of the MGAs they work with.

Leader
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Selected cyber fronting relationships
MGA Fronting 

company
Details

At-Bay Trisura At-Bay in May 2022 moved its cyber and tech E&O program to a Trisura-
fronted program supported by several reinsurers, with Munich Re 
continuing to provide the biggest share of capacity. Program Manager 
also reported last year that Clear Blue provided its reinsurance-backed 
capacity to support At Bay’s admitted cyber deal

Corvus R&Q 
Accredited 

Corvus in July 2022 announced an enhanced program with R&Q 
Accredited continuing as the fronting insurer following an initial 
investment and multi-year underwriting capacity partnership announced 
in September 2021

Cowbell Obsidian 
and 
Palomar

Cowbell announced in 2020 and 2021 that its Prime 250 and Prime Plus 
programs are written on Obsidian paper. In July 2022, the insurtech 
announced a partnership with Palomar that doubled the available 
reinsurance capacity for Cowbell Prime 250

Mosaic Transverse Mosaic in February 2022 partnered with hybrid fronting carrier Transverse 
to activate $20mn in cybersecurity capacity in the US market

Source: The Insurer, company statements



Fronting companies are aware of the tail risk they take on, and different companies will 
be taking different approaches to mitigating this risk.

For example, Trisura in its 2021 annual report noted among the risks it faces was that 
“exposure could also aggregate through cyber attacks whether directly covered under 
our policies or through ‘silent cyber’ where potential losses are not specifically included 
nor excluded in the policy wording”. 

Trisura noted that it seeks to mitigate this risk through monitoring and modelling 
techniques to review the portfolio for concentration and aggregation of risks and 
through the purchase of reinsurance.

“The active management of our reinsurance programs and collateral requirements is 
also an important element in maintaining net claims exposures within the company’s 
risk tolerance,” it added.

Fronting companies’ vital role in cyber 
MGAs and fronting companies have played a valuable role in helping fuel the 
development of the cyber market.

In its latest report on delegated underwriting authority enterprises (DUAEs) released in 
December, AM Best noted that niche markets where DUAEs have assisted insurers with 
access to new business opportunities include cyber insurance. 

“DUAE programs that specialise in cyber have been the beneficiaries of significant 
investments in their programs” it said. “Thus far in 2022, cyber-focused investments 
are just shy of $1bn, driven by the DUAEs’ ability to capitalise on their expertise and 
advanced technology to strengthen their distribution channels.”

Leader
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Cyber insurance premiums growth

Premiums (left scale)
Premium growth (right scale)
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But sources that this publication spoke to expressed concern that market observers such 
as rating agencies were not paying enough attention to the fronting companies’ tail risk.   

When contacted by this publication for comment on the exposure to systemic events 
that cyber insurtech MGAs and the fronting companies have, AM Best highlighted that 
the MGAs sit between the fronting company and the policyholder. 

“Fronting companies are primarily responsible for any losses related to the business 
produced by the MGA,” said Fred Eslami, associate director at the rating agency. “In some 
cases, affiliates of the MGA are established as (re)insurers to take on a portion of the risk 
and satisfy the concept of having ‘skin in the game’. In these cases, the affiliates of the 
MGA are exposed to cyber loss events.”

Fronting companies that are affiliated with these MGAs will only be assessed if they 
come to AM Best seeking a rating.

“All rated insurers, whether it be cyber or property, are evaluated based on their risk 
tolerance, risk appetites and whether their balance sheets can support the risks they 
assume,” Eslami explained. “This approach starts with an assessment of a company’s 
ERM and includes an assessment of an insurer’s balance sheet including a probable 
maximum loss (PML) amount and a stress test.”

If the fronting company is rated by AM Best, the rating agency will look to the insurer to 
provide their reinsurance tower and the panel of reinsurers that are used to determine 
credit risk associated with these reinsurers. 

“For these companies, systemic cyber events, including cloud outages and malware, are 
key considerations,” said Eslami. “Other considerations include the type and amounts of 
reinsurance purchased, proportional and non-proportional, including aggregate excess 
reinsurance, which acts as a hedge against large systemic risk events and limits an 
insurer’s exposure to these one-off events.”

AM Best in its rating methodology is also focused on obtaining modelled loss outcomes 
to arrive at loss probabilities over various return periods. Using a set of deterministic 
loss scenarios, these models help insurers determine stochastic loss probabilities via 
PMLs using their own proprietary data.  

These PMLs are what is used to help insurers quantify their aggregate loss exposure 
to systemic cyber loss events and how much reinsurance to buy. The vast majority of 
insurers/cyber MGAs typically engage external cyber modelling firms to arrive at these 
estimated loss outcomes, Eslami noted.

In addition to probabilistic loss estimates, AM Best also requests loss estimates for 
deterministic scenarios and utilises them to calculate (re)insurers' capital adequacy in 
its BCAR both on standard and stressed levels. 

AM Best requests modelled losses on both gross and net of reinsurance bases in order 
to determine the effectiveness of the reinsurance purchased.

Leader
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Terms of the transaction have not been confirmed. BRP is expected to be added to 
Amwins’ expansive MGA and specialty programs division run by Bob Petrilli as president 
and overseen by group CUO Mark Bernacki.

Sources said that under its new ownership BRP will likely look to add new product 
to accelerate growth in the business, while also being able to leverage a broader 
array of capacity relationships at Amwins along with its technology and operating 
platform.

Amwins is also expected to further invest in the business to help drive further 
expansion. The MGA primarily distributes through wholesalers and is best known 
for its insurance agents E&O program. President and CEO Doherty had stints at AIG, 
Marsh and Executive Risk before launching BRP in 2000. BRP COO and co-founder 
Boborodea had a career in banking before joining her sister to launch the MGA.

The firm initially focused on businesses with up to $50mn in revenues, but now as 
a specialty insurance underwriter and program administrator it writes policies for 
companies of all sizes.

It has also diversified its portfolio from E&O into other types of specialty 
commercial liability insurance including management liability products as well as 
niche coverages. BRP’s flagship insurance agents E&O program provides $10mn 

Exclusive
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Continued from page 1 – Amwins buys E&O specialist MGA 
Business Risk Partners

NAME: Business Risk Partners
TYPE: Specialist MGA focused on E&O/PL, management liability and FI
SIZE: North of $75mn of premium volume
KEY PERSONNEL: Lisa Doherty (co-founding president and CEO); Linda Boborodea (co-
founding COO)
BUYER: Amwins – expected to be part of wholesale giant’s MGA and specialty programs 
division. Under Amwins’ ownership BRP likely to add new product to accelerate growth, as 
well as access broader array of capacity relationships and its new owner’s technology and 
operating platform

President and CEO Lisa Doherty (left) 
and COO Linda Boborodea (right) 
founded Business Risk Partners



of A rated capacity on admitted terms for both primary and excess coverage in 
most states, with a wide-ranging appetite and no minimum or maximum revenue 
threshold.

Other professional liability products include an architects and engineers E&O facility 
with up to $3mn of A rated capacity; a similar amount of capacity for real estate and 
property services; a $3mn E&O facility for home inspectors; and a miscellaneous 
professional liability offering.

BRP’s management liability offerings include D&O, EPL, fiduciary liability, crime, 
not-for-profit and excess capacity. In financial institutions (FI) the MGA writes a 
miscellaneous FI product, broker dealers and registered investment advisors. Among 
its niche offerings is a sexual misconduct and molestation liability product.

Best in class joins PA-1 platform
BRP holds a “best-in-class” designation from the Target Markets Program 
Administrators Association. By joining Amwins, BRP is also expected to gain access 
to the firm’s AM Best-assigned top performance assessment of PA-1 (Exceptional), 
awarded to its underwriting operations at the group level.

Amwins was a first mover among the major 
underwriting platforms to seek a PA under the 
rating agency’s recently launched framework for 
delegated underwriting authority enterprises 
(DUAEs).

Speaking to Program Manager late last year, 
Bernacki said that the allure of a PA-1 group 
rating could draw independent DUAEs to 
become part of Amwins underwriting platform. 
“It’s only going to help us continue to attract 
entrepreneurs to our organisation,” he predicted 
at the time.

Amwins group president James Drinkwater also 
suggested that if the AM Best framework gains traction in the market it could lead to 
more M&A and consolidation among MGAs and MGUs. 

The group’s underwriting division houses 100+ programs with more than 500 
underwriters and in excess of $4.1bn of managed gross written premium. Amwins did 
not immediately respond to a request for comment on this article

Exclusive
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Amwins 
Underwriting in 
numbers
$4.1bn of managed GWP

100+ programs

20+ industries/risk groups

500 underwriters

Seven units covered by PA

Bob Petrilli (left), president of 
Amwins’ underwriting division, and 
Amwins CUO Mark Bernacki (right)



Relm has partnered with Trisura Specialty Insurance Company to access the hybrid 
fronting insurer’s AM Best A- rated paper in a move that will allow the digital asset 
risk specialist to scale its US product offerings and meet the requirements of a wider 
number of insureds and brokers, Program Manager can reveal.

In a statement confirming the partnership, Bermuda-based Relm said it will now be able 
to provide capacity in support of AM Best rated paper for US digital asset risks.

The Trisura fronting agreement goes across Relm’s portfolio, allowing it to offer US 
digital asset businesses a range of financial and professional lines as well as specialty 
coverage solutions, including D&O, cyber, tech E&O and crime.

Howden Tiger is acting as reinsurance broker in relation to the partnership. Launched 
in 2019, specialty insurance carrier Relm currently has its own A, Exceptional 
financial stability rating from Demotech. But in an interview with this publication, the 
Bermudian’s co-founding CEO Joe Ziolkowski said the carrier has made meaningful 
progress since its launch.

“We’re now in our fourth year of operations and since inception have managed to 
increase our product offering through some really strong distribution partnerships on a 
global basis that have enabled us to support companies across a number of innovative 
industries,” he commented.

News

Relm accesses AM Best 
paper with Trisura fronting 
partnership
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However, the executive said Relm has faced “continual challenges and pain points” in 
ensuring its capacity was available to the insureds and brokers that want to access it. 
“One of those challenges has always been the lack of an AM Best rating,” he added.

Targeting own AM Best rating
Relm’s strategy is to continue working towards an AM Best submission so that at some 
point in the near future it can have its own AM Best rating, said Ziolkowski, allowing it to 
satisfy a lot of counterparty requirements.

It is still in the phase some start-ups have to go through of being able demonstrate 
three years of seasoning requirements with audited financials, as well as securing a 
larger level of capital and surplus that would likely make ratings discussions of its own 
more productive.

“In the interim, there are a couple of other solutions we can leverage to ensure we 
are creating and enhancing maximum accessibility to our capacity and one of those 
solutions is to expand the fronting partnership we had in place with Trisura effective at 
the end of 2021,” said the executive.

Expanding the partnership with Trisura allows Relm to meet the market standard for 
many distribution partners of access to AM Best rated paper. “Certain brokers are 
unwilling to work with a non-AM Best rated partner, or they have to go through a bunch 
of onerous hoops that significantly delays the placement process, creating a lot of pain 
points for the insureds that ultimately need the capacity.

“If we can alleviate those two concerns via the Trisura partnership it's really a mutually 
beneficial situation,” he explained. In a statement commenting on the partnership, 
Relm’s vice president of financial and professional lines Drew Taylor said it will enhance 
the carrier’s underwriting capacity and allow it to scale its product offerings across the 
US.

News
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NAME: Relm Insurance
TYPE: Bermuda-domiciled specialty insurance carrier supporting emerging industries with a 
focus on digital assets
RATING: Demotech financial stability rating of A, Exceptional; access to AM Best A- rated paper 
of Trisura Specialty for US products
STRATEGY: Looks to address the scarcity of traditional insurance capacity available to 
nascent markets. Products offered include digital asset insurance; D&O liability for the digital 
asset marketplace; commercial crime insurance in relation to digital assets; cyber to cover 
risks relating to crypto and blockchain technology; professional liability for digital asset 
businesses



“The ability to offer AM Best-rated paper is a significant milestone for Relm, and will 
allow us to continue delivering exceptional solutions for our broking partners and 
insureds.”

Ziolkowski added: “Partnering with Trisura will make it easier than ever for insureds 
to access our capacity as we continue to build our team, serve our broking partners, 
develop market-first products, all in support of our mission of bringing resilience 
to innovation.” And Trisura president and CEO Michael Beasley said Relm has 
demonstrated the ability to manage a rapidly growing portfolio of digital asset risks.

“We consistently seek to partner with top-tier carriers, and Relm’s experience through 
a period of unprecedented turbulence across the digital asset ecosystem is a testament 
to its strong underwriting discipline and technical expertise,” said the executive.

Strength through partnerships
The Trisura agreement is the latest step by Relm to strengthen its position through 
partnerships. In November it unveiled a strategic partnership with cyber risk analytics 
platform CyberCube to strengthen its cyber underwriting capabilities with advanced 
machine learning and AI.

Almost a year ago Boost and Breach launched a cryptocurrency theft coverage written 
on the paper of Trisura Specialty and reinsured by Relm Insurance. Trisura Specialty is 
the E&S carrier subsidiary of the fronting platform owned by Canada’s Trisura Group.

It typically takes a minority risk position on profitable niche programs that typically 
generate between $5mn and $20mn in annual premium volumes. Relm looks to support 
the insurance needs of emerging business sectors that may be new to the economy 
but are expected to become significant economic drivers over time, for example digital 
asset enterprises as well as cannabis and hemp-related businesses.

Despite the high-profile collapse of crypto exchange FTX late last year and the resulting 
market impact, Ziolkowski told this publication that Relm’s commitment to provide 
“informed and dedicated capacity” to emerging industries is “unwavering”. “While we 
recognise the challenges of providing insurance support to companies operating in 
new and emerging industries, we adhere to a sound account-based and portfolio-level 
underwriting management strategy," he said in December 2022.

News
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“Partnering with Trisura will make it easier than ever for 
insureds to access our capacity as we continue to build our team, 
serve our broking partners, develop market-first products, all in 

support of our mission of bringing resilience to innovation”
Relm CEO Joe Ziolkowski on the ability to access AM Best A- paper



Retail and wholesale brokers spent last week scrambling to contain the fallout from 
the discovery that Indiana-based MGU James Allen was writing large commercial 
property accounts on unrated paper, after allegedly previously claiming to have been 
supported by capacity at Lloyd’s.

Sources have widely described the crux of the issue as James Allen having allegedly 
issued actual policies that listed Lloyd’s as the paper – thought to include Canopius, 
Tokio Marine Kiln and Liberty – when that capacity was never secured.

The business was instead placed with National Direct Insurance Company, a non-rated 
Nevada-based carrier that S&P Capital IQ lists as having $2mn in surplus at the end of 
September, but which sources have indicated now has $15mn in surplus.

Our sister publication The Insurer broke 
the news last Monday that intermediaries 
discovered the discrepancy late in the 
previous week, and that Lloyd’s and the 
Indiana Department of Insurance among other 
entities had opened investigations into the 
matter.

James Allen had historically specialised in 
writing agricultural business through binding authorities, before moving into writing 
larger commercial property in the last two years.

Numerous brokerage houses raced last week to replace implicated policies on an 
individual account basis, while also looking to come up with a “portfolio solution” to 
cover the affected policies en masse.

The Insurer previously reported that James Allen moved to scale the property program 
especially in the fourth quarter, to somewhere between $40mn and $50mn in gross 
premiums, out of the firm’s roughly $85mn in premiums in total.

News
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Intermediaries continuing to scramble 
to contain James Allen MGU fallout



Sources characterised the controversy that has unfolded as “bigger than you can 
imagine”, while indicating that there are as many as 200 commercial property policies – 
including duplicates for the same insureds – across the market bound with James Allen 
that brokers have been trying to move.

The policies needing to be moved are thought largely to be “high excess”, with James 
Allen’s participation generally attaching in excess of $200mn of coverage, although the 
firm also wrote a few primary layers with limits as high as $10mn.

In some cases, sources said, the firm wrote excess limits as large as $100mn or higher.

James Allen fraud denials
Despite allegations of potential fraudulent activity in relation to the representation of 
capacity by James Allen, the MGA has denied a fraud has been committed.

Last week, executives at intermediaries across the industry widely began to suspect that 
National Direct was being capitalised primarily through premiums paid for business it 
was writing. That suspicion led multinational brokerage firm WTW to describe the matter 
as “probable fraudulent representation” in a memo it sent to staff updating them on 
the matter, while instructing brokers to immediately halt writing all business with James 
Allen.

But in a statement to The Insurer, a spokesperson for James Allen struck a deeply 
apologetic tone and took responsibility for the predicament, while denying that any 
allegations that fraud had occurred.

“There was absolutely no fraud,” they said. “The premiums are there, the return 
premiums will go out, and the losses are paid. At no time did any of [the premium] go to 
fund the insurance company,” they continued.

What remains uncertain is whether brokerage houses will leave in place coverage bound 
with National Direct where alternative coverage cannot be lined up.

News
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Key points: The James Allen fallout
• Brokers spent the week scrambling to move James Allen accounts
• Indiana-based MGU discovered writing large commercial property on un-rated paper after 

claiming to have Lloyd’s capacity, including Canopius and Tokio Marine Kiln
• Brokerages have sent memos to staff alerting over a possible fraud
• However, spokesperson for James Allen denies allegations of fraudulent activity
• Sources: Firms having trouble replacing policies carrying high limits
• James Allen thought to have quickly scaled property book to $40mn-$50mn of premium
• As many as 200 commercial property policies that brokers are trying to move
• Main focus is on high excess layers, with a small number of primary participations 
• James Allen thought to have typically attached in excess of $200mn
• Suggestions that in some cases line sizes of $100mn put down



“They're going to do what they’re going to do,” the spokesperson for James Allen 
continued, when asked on whether brokerages would be willing to keep coverage in 
place.  “If they keep it, that’s fine, the losses will be paid.”

“We've done everything they've asked us to do,” the spokesperson said.

The spokesperson confirmed that National Direct is in the process of securing a rating, 
and expressed confidence the process would be completed in the coming weeks.

The scramble for replacement capacity
Sources described a circumstance where brokerage firms have worked overtime to 
respond to a situation that has seemingly grown more complex with each passing day. 
Intermediaries are looking to replace the policies through a variety of means, including 
exploring the use of putting the risks into exclusive facilities, while in other instances 
tapping the reinsurance market.

Brokers have been updating clients multiple times a day with status reports on the 
various accounts that need to be moved, including those that have either been placed, 
quoted or have been provided with partial quotes.

“We're a week in here and I feel like from our perspective we're making significant 
progress every day,” a senior executive at a brokerage firm said. “I think it'll start picking 
up steam, we've got quotes coming in all day, every day.”

The timing of the crisis arguably couldn’t be worse, with the property market re-
hardening after Hurricane Ian and capacity scarce.

“It was already hard enough to get everything done, and then to have to replace a 
$100mn policy that supposedly doesn't have any cover that paid for coverage – it’s 
difficult,” one underwriter said.

However, a senior broking executive commented: “We're making great progress every day.” 

Underwriters stretched
Carriers already stretched by the flow of business from brokers in the current market 
environment have been on the receiving end of desperate calls from brokers looking for 
replacement capacity.

Multiple underwriters described a situation where they have received as many as 150 
submissions they have been asked to urgently review.

News
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“There was absolutely no fraud… The premiums are there, the 
return premiums will go out, and the losses are paid. At no time 

did any of [the premium] go to fund the insurance company”
A James Allen spokesperson denies allegations of fraudulent activity



“Everyone I know has a bunch of accounts in for it,” one underwriting executive 
commented. “It’s insane, no one can do enough.”

Some MGUs which have been asked to review the business have been in discussions with 
capacity providers over the possibility of binding James Allen risks that might otherwise 
fall outside of the appetite spelled out in their program administrator agreements.

Brokerage houses are thought to be having more success in replacing high excess layers.

“I’ve got a spreadsheet, I look at it every night, and more are taken off the list. We’re just 
working through them and if there is a difference in premium we’re covering it and we’ll 
worry about recovering from James Allen,” one executive said.

“A lot of these positions are high… those are easier to replace than some of the primary 
layers,” another executive commented, in describing the limit profile of the portfolio at 
hand. 

Brokers out of pocket
Brokers seeking to replace the capacity have estimated the James Allen fallout is 
expected to cost their firms in the millions of dollars, whether from paying premium 
differentials to replace the coverage, potential E&O exposure, or in the event any of the 
affected policies end up with claims.

The brokerage houses responding to the situation have been reluctant to address the 
matter publicly.

“In a perfect world it makes total sense [to put out a statement], but once you start 
getting down into the details, it gets a lot harder. We’re doing the right things, we’re 
stepping up, we’re communicating, and making it right.”

Sources have said the developments surrounding the MGU in the last week have 
put intermediaries on high alert to ensure even stricter adherence to compliance 
procedures.

There are also suggestions that the major broking houses have instructed staff that the 
policies must be replaced with “A-XV” paper. An AM Best “XV” financial size category is 
for an insurer with in excess of $2bn in adjusted policyholders’ surplus.

However, it is understood there has been a reluctance among other carriers to get 
involved in the situation over regulatory concerns and fears about whether or not the 
premiums funding the policies ultimately will be paid.

News
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“I’ve got a spreadsheet, I look at it every night, and more are 
taken off the list. We’re just working through them and if there is 
a difference in premium we’re covering it and we’ll worry about 

recovering from James Allen”
A senior broking executive on progress in replacing capacity
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US intermediary Brown & Brown reported fourth quarter results that benefited 
from 21.9 percent organic growth in its National Programs division, which was an 
acceleration from the 14.5 percent growth recorded in the third quarter.

The division grew adjusted total revenues by 34.1 percent to $240.3mn for the quarter, 
while its Ebitdac margin improved on an adjusted basis by 540 basis points to 44.1 
percent.

The company said the improved results in National Programs came from an increase 
in profit-sharing contingent commissions, which were the result of better loss 
development and written premium growth for certain programs.

On the Daytona Beach, Florida-based firm’s earnings call, president and CEO Powell 
Brown also highlighted good new business and retention levels across most of its 
programs as well as exposure unit expansion and rate increases.

News
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Brown & Brown reports strong 
growth in National Programs unit

“The National Programs team is performing at a high level by 
offering a diverse range of products and delivering best-in-class 

solutions for our customers, driving nearly 16 percent organic 
growth for the full year”

Brown & Brown president and CEO Powell Brown



“The National Programs team is performing at a high level by offering a diverse range 
of products and delivering best-in-class solutions for our customers, driving nearly 
16 percent organic growth for the full year,” he said.

The executive also suggested the National Programs division is benefiting from a 
“flight to quality” in a tight property cat market where capacity can be challenging to 
find.

“In the sense of our underwriting facilities, we’re very pleased with the results we’ve 
delivered prior to last year and including last year with the losses from Ian and 
Nicole,” he commented.

Brown said the impact of capacity scarcity on programs business is different to other 
areas of its business, including wholesale broking and retail broking.

“In the underwriting facilities we have that authority and we can do what we can do, 
but we’re limited by the capacity. So if a market decides to cut back on the capacity 
they give to us, it will impact our ability to grow.

“Our growth opportunities in National Programs will be directly linked – not 
exclusively but directly linked to the amount of new capacity we’re able to secure. So 
if we’re not able to procure any new capacity that’s going to be a slight limitation on 
the organic growth,” he explained.

That wouldn’t mean the firm couldn’t grow its programs business organically, but it 
will be able to grow more organically if it is able to secure more capacity, said Brown, 
adding that the intermediary is looking for capacity sources globally.

Brown & Brown’s National Programs platform brings together more than $4bn in 
written premium in the personal, commercial, specialty, professional liability and 
public entity segments across a wide range of individual brands.

News
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(Unaudited)

Source: Brown & Brown

21.9% 8.1%2.7% 0.2%

Brown & Brown National Programs leads segment organic revenue growth

Retail
National

Programs
Wholesale
Brokerage Services

15.7% 7.6%6.5% (2.9%)
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Distinguished Programs is executing ambitious growth plans under its new 
management that include targeting opportunities to partner with carriers and take on 
underwriting teams from those companies while enabling them to retain risk premium 
on the business, Program Manager can reveal.

The New York-based program administrator was effectively rebooted early last year 
with backing from sector specialist investor Aquiline Capital Partners, which brought 
in an experienced leadership team that included Bill Malloy as CEO, Jason Rotman as 
president and Steve Sitterly as COO.

The firm will pursue more traditional growth strategies such as acquisitions and team 
lifts, as demonstrated by the November hiring of a fine art and collectible team from 
Axa XL led by Patrick Drummond.

But it is also pursuing what management have described as the “less trodden” strategy 
of team lifts in partnership with the carriers they are moving over from, which would 
then provide capacity on an ongoing basis.

Earlier this month, this publication revealed that Distinguished had added Doug 
Stepenosky and his 24-strong environmental team from SiriusPoint.

PM Profile

Distinguished eyes further 
carrier-sponsored niche UW 
team lifts
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But rather than a straight team lift, the move was part of a newly formed partnership 
between the companies that will see the Bermudian carrier continue to provide capacity 
under a multi-year program agreement.

The innovative transaction will see Distinguished provide a platform for the 
environmental underwriting team to grow in an entrepreneurial MGA environment – 
potentially with added capacity from third parties.

And SiriusPoint will continue to support 
the book with its paper and benefit from its 
underwriting results.

In a joint interview with this publication, 
Malloy and Rotman said the deal represents 
the first in what could be a series of similar 
transactions as Distinguished builds out its 
book of specialty niche programs.

There have been other examples of partnerships 
where MGAs have taken on underwriting 
teams from carriers at the same time as entering long-term capacity deals with those 
companies – such as the Paragon-Nationwide arrangement in E&S property – but they 
have been few and far between.

And Rotman suggested that for Distinguished to make these kinds of arrangements a 
core strategic aim is likely unique.

“This is an innovative and less trodden strategy as a capital management, operational 
management retention tool with carriers partnering beside us,” the former Aquiline 
executive said.

PM Profile
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NAME: Distinguished Programs
TYPE: Tech-enabled program administrator platform
OWNERSHIP: Investors led by Aquiline, the sector specialist PE firm that bought into 
Distinguished early last year
KEY MANAGEMENT: Bill Malloy (CEO); Jason Rotman (president); Steve Sitterly (COO)
STRATEGY: Traditional growth strategies such as acquisitions and team lifts, as well as 
expanding existing program business. Focus on specialty niches as it grows. Also has a 
stated strategy to bring in underwriting teams from carriers that it will enter into capacity 
partnerships with on an ongoing basis, enabling them to retain risk premium from those 
teams

How our sister publication revealed 
the Distinguished-SiriusPoint 
partnership



Malloy added that in contrast to the problem some carriers are facing from MGAs that 
are looking to lure away underwriting talent, Distinguished is providing a potential 
solution.

“We’re not challenging the carrier and would like to be looked at as more of a potential 
solution in situations where they might need to focus on other parts of their business 
that give them a better return,” he explained.

As carriers look to position themselves in a transitioning commercial insurance market 
amid macro pressures such as inflation and high interest rates, there are a growing 
number of conversations taking place around portfolio optimisation and capital 
management.

Those conversations have if anything gained momentum post Ian, which acted as a 
catalyst for some of the pressures on carriers.

Historically, insurers have tended to address capital constraints by exiting non-core 
lines of business and putting them into run-off to focus their efforts on core areas of 
their book.

PM Profile
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Distinguished Programs executive leadership 

Name: Bill Malloy
Position: CEO
Most recent role: Acrisure 
Ventures president
Select previous roles: 
Marsh president, Aquiline 
operating partner, The 
Wright Insurance Group CEO, 
various senior AIG positions

Name: Jason Rotman
Position: President and CFO 
Most recent role: Aquiline 
partner
Select previous roles: Swiss 
Re managing director

Name: Steve Sitterly 
Position: COO
Most recent role: Acrisure 
Partner Solutions executive 
vice president 
Select previous roles: 
Pioneer Special Risk COO, 
The Wright Insurance Group 
COO

“We’re not challenging the carrier and would like to be looked 
at as more of a potential solution in situations where they might 
need to focus on other parts of their business that give them a 

better return”
Distinguished CEO Bill Malloy 



But a year after being brought in by Aquiline to run Distinguished, Malloy and Rotman 
said the program administrator platform is well positioned to be a partner to carriers 
looking to rehome underwriting teams without losing business altogether.

Win-win-win
“We really believe there’s an opportunity here that no one else is addressing. Maybe 
you’re a carrier and you have a book of business that’s maybe too small, or maybe it’s 
too big, and you want to be able to manage it down over time, or the IT is a challenge, or 
you know the team wants to do an MGA.

“This is a very interesting partnership where they can keep what they want and we 
manage and deal with the book of business going forward and take over what they 
don’t want to take care of,” said Rotman. 

Malloy added that the approach could be particularly beneficial to an insurer looking to 
rehabilitate its business.

“In some cases a carrier may want to spend less management time on certain things 
and have more opportunity to take advantage of other things,” he commented.

In that scenario and where a line of business fits Distinguished’s appetite for niche 
specialty product and has the right level of underwriting talent, there could be an 
opportunity for the program administrator to take on an underwriting team.

It could also apply to a situation where a carrier is capital constrained in a certain line 
that has attractive growth opportunities. By transferring to an MGU and continuing to 
provide capacity, the carrier would allow the underwriting team to access other capacity 
sources operating from a third-party platform.

The executives said that the sweet spot for new programs and underwriting teams 
sourced in this way would be starting annual premium volumes in the $50mn and above 
range.

The bias would be towards underwriters with “real ability” to find and flourish in niche 
specialty areas where they can maintain competitive advantages and outperformance 
on the underwriting side.

PM Profile
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“Everyone can win. If we can find specialty niches big or small 
that have good loss ratios then we have a real opportunity 
to financially engineer, but more importantly operationally 

engineer”
Distinguished president Jason Rotman



US Flood

Specialist flood MGA reThought is using its proprietary Flood Resilience Score (FRS) 
to provide a ground-up granular view of risk that enables it to accurately price 
exposure on properties at a time when the market is beginning to react post Ian by 
pushing up rates, according to co-founder Cory Isaacson.

Earlier today, the technology-driven Colorado-based firm announced a $10.5mn Series 
B fundraising round following a successful $15.5mn round last summer.

Insurtech venture capital firm IA Capital Group led the round, which also added 
an unnamed strategic investor to the existing roster of Telstra Ventures, Hudson 
Structured Capital Management and ArcTern Ventures.

The MGA said the capital expansion will be used to extend the distribution of its 
advanced commercial and high net worth flood insurance products, and to further 
develop its tech platform, which it says facilitates “the most advanced flood 
underwriting capability in the industry”.

A key element of the platform is the patent-pending ModelConvergence technology 
that combines and assesses outputs from multiple vendor models.

The process allows reThought to produce a “highly granular” and proprietary view 
of flood risk for every building in the US, with each property assigned a unique FRS 
between 1 and 1,000.
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reThought uses Flood Resilience 
Score to drive pricing as post-
Ian market shifts



US Flood

That process has shown that flood vulnerability can vary between adjacent buildings 
in the same areas, allowing for risk pricing which reflects the actual risk to deliver 
long-term capacity profitability and meet market demand, according to the MGA.

Isaacson, the former CTO at modelling firm RMS who co-founded reThought in 2017 
as CEO, has previously told this publication that in the private flood segment there is 
often a huge range of pricing for the same risk across the market.

The pattern is particularly evident in commercial and multi-family risks with 
significant values, and the divergence threatens the credibility and viability of the 
business line to capacity providers, as well as the future of a burgeoning sector that is 
expected to reach $41bn in premium in the US over the next few years.

But in an interview as the MGA unveiled its Series B fundraise, Isaacson said that the 
market has begun to move in the aftermath of Hurricane Ian.

That means there is a greater likelihood of convergence between market pricing and 
that generated by reThought’s risk scoring and modelling approach.  

“Ian shook people up and I think that by mid-year the pricing will be on the upswing. 
We’re beginning to see it anecdotally but I think it will move much, much more and 
it should because if capacity providers continue to get hurt in the market, then we’re 
never going to get to a market that can insure everybody for flood,” the executive told 
Program Manager.

The use of FRS in reThought’s underwriting means the MGA is able to be “more 
competitive when we should be and less competitive when we shouldn’t”, said 
Isaacson.
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NAME: reThought Insurance
TYPE: Tech-centric MGA focused on US commercial flood risks
OFFERING: Currently has commercial and high net worth residential flood programs 
underwritten on behalf of AM Best A rated carriers
KEY PERSONNEL: Cory Isaacson (co-founder and CEO); James Rice (co-founder and president 
of reThought Specialty Brokerage); Derek Lynch (CUO); Cyrena Arnold (chief sales officer)
UW APPROACH: Deploys what it says is game-changing technology to help solve industry 
problem of underwriting flood risk, with a state-of-the-art proprietary underwriting 
methodology and risk assessment technology. Platform includes patent-pending 
ModelConvergence technology and reThought’s Flood Resilience Score, which the MGA says 
allows for risk pricing that reflects the actual risk to individual properties to outperform 
market in underwriting results for capacity providers



US Flood

“And I think that with Hurricane Ian and the price pressure that’s going to hit the 
market in the first half of this year, we’re going to start to look much more attractive as 
a company price wise [to buyers],” he continued.

Ground-up view
The application of FRS in the MGA’s platform – which also incorporates AI – can be 
viewed as a “competitive weapon” for reThought, as it is able to price high scoring 
properties attractively and leave the less attractive risks to competitors in the market.

Isaacson explained that by ranking better risks with a higher FRS – similar to a credit 
score – owners can look at ways to mitigate a building’s flood exposure to improve 
their score and lower their premium.

From a risk assessment perspective, the innovation allows the MGA as an underwriter 
to look at the risk for each individual building as compared to another in close vicinity.  
The development of the AI process took over two years to develop, allowing reThought 
to assess each individual property using a wide range of proprietary and government 
data sources.

The ground-up view from FRS complements the top-down view of cat models, which 
take a stochastic event-based approach.

“I think that with Hurricane Ian and the price pressure that’s going 
to hit the market in the first half of this year, we’re going to start 

to look much more attractive as a company price wise [to buyers]”
reThought CEO Cory Isaacson says market pricing for flood risk is 

beginning to move post Ian
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FRS as a competitive weapon
RCV Limit FRS reThought 

AAL
Competitor 
premium

Competitor 
AAL ratio

reThought 
premium

$17,300,000 $1,000,000 160 $9,443 $7,300 0.77 $31,163

$3,500,000 $762,000 159 $14,842 $13,000 0.88 $44,528

$1,590,000 $500,000 110 $7,694 $3,900 0.51 $23,083

$4,934,650 $650,000 742 $4,047 $12,000 2.97 $11,353

$950,000 $500,000 670 $2,069 $20,476 9.90 $6,880

$6,674,696 $4,017,789 737 $2,027 $40,000 19.73 $20,089

Source: reThought



US Flood

“The FRS capability is really exciting as it helps us to triangulate the risk much better 
than anyone else. Then we can use that to interpret the vendor models through our 
ModelConvergence platform as well as other data we have.

“Flood is very granular and our approach is not just to get down to the building, we 
actually get down to the part of the building that’s the riskiest,” said the executive.

Isaacson said the benefits of FRS and reThought’s underwriting and modelling 
approach are reflected in loss ratios that are way below the market average, which is 
proving compelling to capacity providers.

The MGA came through Hurricane Ian with a loss ratio in the high single digits, despite 
having a number of risks in the path of the storm.

reThought has also been able to back test against the loss experience of others in the 
market, and can use satellite data post event to determine exactly where water went.
“We can actually see how our scores line up, and it’s pretty dramatic. We just want to 
get the right price out there and we want other people to start doing a better job, even 
using our technology to do that,” the executive said.

The FRS and other technology deployed in the firm’s underwriting is the biggest 
differentiator in relation to rainfall – or pluvial – induced flooding.

The new availability of flood risk assessments with this pinpoint level of accuracy 
supports the efforts of insurers and brokers to build a robust and successful flood 
insurance market in the US, Isaacson said.

Pluvial flooding has proved to be the most challenging to model and underwrite in 
the wider market, in contrast to storm surge, where cat models all use the same US 
government data, and river or fluvial flooding, where modelling is relatively accurate 
and consistently used in the market.

The MGA has also been investing in its distribution capabilities, including its user 
interface to speed up the process of getting a quote factoring in the FRS across its 
commercial lines and residential products.
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“The FRS capability is really exciting as it helps us to triangulate 
the risk much better than anyone else. Then we can use that to 

interpret the vendor models through our ModelConvergence 
platform as well as other data we have”

Isaacson on the advantage he believes his firm has in getting a granular 
and accurate view of flood risk to inform its pricing



The future of the MGA and program sector
Capacity is king: navigating a hard reinsurance market
The consolidation game: shifting M&A dynamics and the MGA space

Registrations are open for this year’s Program Manager 2023 Conference
held at the iconic Gotham Hall, Midtown Manhattan, on 17 May.  

The half-day forum will combine high level insights from a stellar line up of
leading industry speakers with face-to-face networking, attracting 400
market professionals from the US and overseas.

In addition to our three industry leader keynotes, the event will include
three panel discussions that will address some of the most pressing
issues of the day within this dynamic area of the non-life (re)insurance
industry:

Join us to network with senior industry peers and gain a better
understanding of where the US program sector is heading in 2023.

program-manager.com/conference-awards-2023/ #ProgramManagerEvent

For all enquiries about the conference, please contact Isabelle Brooker at
isabelle.brooker@wbmediagroup.com. For all enquiries regarding sponsorship or to

book a table at the Awards ceremony, please contact Spencer or Andy:

17 May 2023
Gotham Hall, 1356 Broadway, New York, NY 10018, United States
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John Colis, President and CEO, Euclid Insurance Services;
President, Target Markets Program Administrators Association
Jeremy Hitzig, Co-founder, Starfish Specialty Programs
David Bull, North American editor, The Insurer

Entries are now open for this year’s Program Manager 2023 Awards,
hosted at the iconic Gotham Hall in the heart of Manhattan.
 
On 17 May, market professionals from the US and overseas will
gather to celebrate excellence, innovation and achievement in in one
of the most dynamic areas of the non-life (re)insurance industry,
recognising and showcasing the best in the sector.

The Program Manager Awards are open to anyone who thinks that
they, their colleague(s), team, company or client deserve recognition
for an outstanding contribution to the US program insurance sector
in the last year. 

Confirmed members of the independent judging panel include:

DOWNLOAD ENTRY
BROCHURE >>

program-manager.com/conference-awards-2023/ #ProgramManagerEvent

For all enquiries regarding entering the awards, please contact:

Isabelle Broker
Senior marketing and events coordinator
isabelle.brooker@wbmediagroup.com
+44 (0) 203 934 6687

All entries must be submitted before Friday, 24 March 2023.

More details on
next page >

SUBMIT
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Program Manager's 2023 Awards are open to anyone who thinks that they,
their colleague(s), team, company or client deserve recognition for an
outstanding contribution to the program manager sector in the last year.

To submit a nomination, simply choose your category, write your entry and
email it to Isabelle Brooker on isabelle.brooker@wbmediagroup.com
indicating what category you are submitting for and the title of your
submission.

Entries can be accepted from the nominee, or you can nominate a candidate.
Each entry should be a maximum of 500 words and lay out succinct evidence
of achievement or an explanation as to why the achievement is significant.

We will also consider testimonials from colleagues, clients and other market
participants as part of the submission, as well as any materials providing
evidence of performance or other factors in support of the entry.

You can enter as many categories as you wish, where applicable, although
only one entry per category per company can be accepted. Evidence within
entries should be for initiatives that took place substantively in the last 12
months up to 24 March.

All the information contained in the entries will be treated as confidential and
will not be released without the permission of the entrant/nominee.

Outstanding contributor of the year will be decided independently by the
judging panel. Entries for this category will not be accepted.

All entries must be submitted before Friday, 24 March 2023.

program-manager.com/conference-awards-2023/ #ProgramManagerEvent

For all enquiries regarding entering the awards, please contact:

Isabelle Broker
Senior marketing and events coordinator
isabelle.brooker@wbmediagroup.com
+44 (0) 203 934 6687

How to enter
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Commercial director
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Andy Stone
Sales manager
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Program Manager outstanding contributor (no submissions)
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News Recap: A month in the MGA sector

Ex-HSCM partner Von Herberstein lines up 
backers for cyber MGA Spectra

Former Hudson Structured Capital Management 
(HSCM) partner and CUO Edouard von Herberstein is 
in advanced talks with a number of potential backers 
ahead of the planned launch of a cyber-focused MGA, 
our sister publication The Insurer revealed.

Sources suggested the vehicle – named Spectra – 
will focus on primary cyber classes and will explore the development of insurance 
products for systemic and catastrophic cyber events. The MGA is in the process of 
securing paper, while Fulcrum Technologies has been linked with an involvement in 
the Bermuda-based underwriting platform. The start-up is expected to formally launch 
towards the end of Q1 2023. It was reported in October that Von Herberstein was set to 
leave HSCM after completing his notice period.

Before joining HSCM in 2016, Von Herberstein was a senior underwriter at Ariel Re.
While at HSCM, Von Herberstein oversaw a number of cyber focused-initiatives. HSCM 
is an investor in cyber modelling firm CyberCube and recently doubled down on its 
investment in the company at its latest fundraise.

MS&AD completes acquisition of hybrid 
fronting carrier Transverse

MS&AD Insurance Group Holdings completed its 
$400mn-plus acquisition of hybrid fronting carrier 
Transverse Insurance Group in a deal which expands 
the Japanese giant’s access to the North American 
market.

The deal, which was first announced in August 
last year, has seen Mitsui Sumitomo Insurance Co acquire Transverse from Virgo 
Investment Group. With the transaction having completed, MS&AD has acquired all the 
outstanding shares of Transverse Insurance Group. Transverse is now a wholly owned 
subsidiary of MS&AD.

Talking to Program Manager shortly after the deal was announced, MS Amlin 
Distribution Holdings’ Johan Slabbert said the acquisition would enable Transverse to 
access new growth channels such as open market and delegated authority business as 
it pivots to an insurance company with fronting capabilities.

MS&AD will also use the platform to gain better access to a broader range of MGA 
business as it looks to grow in the US and tap into the flow of underwriting talent to 
the sector. It may also potentially take minority investment positions in MGAs in the 
future.
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Fidelis completes $2bn+ MGU and balance 
sheet ops split

Fidelis has successfully split into a balance sheet 
business and newly formed MGU as the two operations 
enter 2023 with a rolling 10-year binding agreement 
in place and other close alignment ties including 
exclusivity and cross-shareholding.

Two new backers – Blackstone and Further Global 
Capital Management – join the roster of existing Fidelis investors which include Capital 
Z Partners, Travelers and Alfa Insurance. Blackstone also led the debt financing to 
the Fidelis MGU, with Oak Hill Advisors and Barings also participating in the debt and 
providing equity.

It subsequently emerged that Travelers is writing a 20 percent whole account quota 
share of the carrier, which sources its business from the MGU. Brindle and the Fidelis 
MGU team have retained meaningful personal stakes in Fidelis Insurance Group as well 
as being significant shareholders in the MGU. The two businesses have also agreed a 
right of first offer/refusal which applies to the entry into new lines of business or new 
capacity for the MGU and balance sheet business respectively.

Amynta acquires Brit MGU operations 
Ambridge in $400mn deal

MGA platform Amynta Group agreed a deal to acquire 
Ambridge Group, the MGU operations of Brit, in a 
$400mn transaction that will see Brit become a 
significant capacity partner to Ambridge.

Fairfax Financial Holdings subsidiary Ambridge offers 
a range of transactional, specialty casualty, cyber, 

professional liability and reinsurance coverages, placing more than $600mn of gross 
premium written on behalf of Brit.

The transaction includes Ambridge’s operations in the US, as well as international 
units in the UK and Germany. The deal remains subject to regulatory approvals and is 
expected to close in the second quarter of 2023.

The specialist MGU’s founders Jess Pryor and Jeff Cowhey, who serve as executive 
chairman and CEO respectively, will continue to lead Ambridge. Backed by Madison 
Dearborn Partners, Amynta said the acquisition will “significantly expand” its MGA 
business, which now writes more than $2bn in premiums, as well as increase the 
operator’s business in the E&S market. Amynta’s platform will support Ambridge’s 
underwriting and service led model, which the latter said will enable continued 
delivery of innovative solutions.

News Recap: A month in the MGA sector
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AmRisc cuts per risk limit to $50mn in PML 
optimization move

We revealed earlier this month that US property MGA 
AmRisc has told distribution partners it is reducing 
its available capacity per risk from around $300mn 
last year to $50mn in a move that will likely lower the 
overall probable maximum loss (PML) on the firm's 
book by up to 20 percent as it continues its portfolio 
optimisation strategy.

Sources have said that despite moving to cut the maximum per account limit AmRisc 
will deploy, it has the capacity available to write larger limits, but will now be 
constrained by the overall PML it is able to deploy across the portfolio.
Although AIG’s Lexington, State National subsidiary United Specialty Insurance – 
which fronts for Nephila – and HDI, which had a small line, have exited, the rest of 
the AmRisc panel is understood to have remained intact, albeit with shifting levels of 
participation.
The reduction will be felt in the market, with AmRisc a leader in terms of the positions 
it would take and line size it would put down, especially on coastal cat-exposed risks 
in the E&S property space.

Hub’s SPG acquires Euclid Fiduciary
This publication also revealed Specialty Program 
Group (SPG) has acquired Dan Aronowitz-led program 
administrator (PA) Euclid Specialty Managers (ESM) as 
it continues to build out its MGA platform with best-in-
class underwriting businesses.

Trading under the Euclid Fiduciary brand, the PA is 
expected to scale up by growing market share within its offering as well as adding 
adjacent products under the ownership of Hub International-backed SPG.

PA platform Euclid Insurance Services (EIS) – which launched ESM with Aronowitz in 
2011 – appointed sector specialist M&A advisory firm MarshBerry to find a buyer for its 
majority stake in the business.

John Colis-led EIS runs a partner model typically taking a 51 percent stake with 
investing managers in the individual PAs or MGAs holding the rest. It has a long-term 
ownership view but also provides a platform for growth and potential liquidity events. 

ESM has been built to an $80mn+ premium business by former Ullico Casualty 
Company president Aronowitz. It specialises in providing fiduciary liability, D&O, EPL, 
cyber liability and crime insurance coverages to employee benefit plans and plan 
officials on an admitted basis.

News Recap: A month in the MGA sector
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Clear Blue pulls legal action against 
former exec Palladino

Clear Blue dropped its lawsuit against Scott 
Palladino after receiving certified declarations 
from the executive that documents he was alleged 
to have downloaded before resigning to join rival 
hybrid fronting carrier Obsidian will not be used or 
transmitted to any third party.

In a filing in the United States District Court for the Western District of North Carolina, 
Clear Blue said it was voluntarily dismissing its complaint against Palladino without 
prejudice. The parties had previously agreed to a temporary restraining order 
preventing the former Clear Blue executive from using, disclosing, transferring or 
deleting the documents. In a statement, Clear Blue CEO Jerome Breslin said that 
during the discovery process the company had been able to prove that documents 
were downloaded.

“We agreed to dismiss the suit based on certified declarations that those documents 
have not and will not ever be transmitted to any third party,” he revealed. “We’re 
vigorous about protecting our trade secrets and our customers’ data.”  Obsidian was 
not a party in the lawsuit, but its CEO Bill Jewett said: “Although fully anticipated, we 
are very pleased with this outcome. Scott has been a terrific addition to the Obsidian 
leadership team.”

Kalepa restructuring underwriting business 
following Germano departure

Kalepa Insurance Services (KIS) ceased writing its 
excess casualty product as its commercial insurance 
software provider parent began a restructure of the 
recently launched underwriting platform following 
the exit of Connie Germano, our sister publication The 
Insurer revealed.

According to sources, former Everest executive Germano left the start-up in November, 
only months after this publication revealed that KIS had officially launched as an MGA. 
It is thought that parent Kalepa Corporation is currently in the process of reassessing 
the role of KIS, and is working with partners including capacity providers and brokers 
to determine the offering going forward that best aligns with its core AI-powered 
Copilot platform.

Speaking to this publication, Kalepa Corporation CEO and co-founder Paul Monasterio 
confirmed Germano’s November departure. “We are restructuring the Kalepa Insurance 
Services operation to better serve our clients and partners. We are thrilled to continue 
expanding the adoption of our Copilot underwriting workbench to help commercial 
insurers bind with confidence,” he said.

News Recap: A month in the MGA sector
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Howden Tiger ~$1.6bn deal closes
Howden confirmed its landmark acquisition of rival 
TigerRisk has closed in a transaction which it said 
has created a “pre-eminent risk, capital and strategic 
advisor for the modern day client”.

The combination creates a reinsurance intermediary 
with close to $400mn in combined revenues. According 

to its new website, the firm now employs over 450 staff across eight offices globally. 
The David Howden-led firm said Howden Tiger will be a leader in fac, MGA, specialty, 
treaty, capital markets and analytics.

“Together, we will be able to meet the rapidly changing demands of large global 
clients, domestic and regional insurers, MGAs and reinsurers,” it continued. The 
combined operation has a strong presence in the MGA space following Howden RE’s 
ambitious move to take the Michael Jameson-led team from Guy Carpenter and the 
creation of its SabRE unit dedicated to the sector.

The Insurer first reported that Howden and TigerRisk were closing in on a tie-up in 
May last year. As part of the transaction, TigerRisk’s majority shareholder – private 
equity firm Flexpoint Ford – exited its investment entirely.

Hippo finalises reinsurance program as 5 
reinsurers drop off QS panel

Homeowners-focused insurtech MGA Hippo said it 
has finalised its reinsurance program for 2023, as 
it trimmed its quota share panel to six third-party 
reinsurers from 11 in 2022, and bumped up the limit on 
its excess of loss cover by 32 percent.

It expects to retain 40 percent of premiums and losses 
for its proportional reinsurance – a structure that essentially amounts to a 60 percent 
cession. Last year’s quota share featured loss participation features that Hippo said 
could increase the amount of risk it retains in excess of its pro rata participation of 
10 percent, suggesting the firm has substantially increased its retention for the 2023 
treaty period.

However, for this year’s program, Hippo noted that it reduced the use of loss 
participation features in the deal – suggesting a change to the quota share’s profit or 
sliding scale commission – which Hippo said would result in an overall loss exposure 
for catastrophic events in 2023 in line with its program in 2022
.
Hippo also said its “required capital position” will be “substantially similar” in 2023, 
when compared with 2022.

News Recap: A month in the MGA sector
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At-Bay goes full-stack following E&S 
acquisition

Cyber insurtech At-Bay completed the acquisition of 
Delaware-domiciled excess and surplus lines P&C 
insurer At-Bay Specialty Insurance Company from XL 
Insurance America Inc, marking the firm’s transition to 
a full-stack carrier.

Industry veterans Gregg Davis and Rob Glanville will 
join the newly acquired entity – which is licensed in 44 states – as independent 
directors, with combined decades of insurance experience. According to At-Bay, 
the move to a full-stack carrier will enable the firm to accelerate planned product 
expansion into additional specialty lines, as well as exercise greater control over the 
entire insurance value chain.

At-Bay currently offers cyber, technology E&O and miscellaneous professional liability 
(MPL) insurance through wholesale brokers and digital channels. The company said 
it intends to begin issuing policies via the carrier later this year. The announcement 
follows several recent company milestones, including the launch of two new products 
– admitted cyber and E&S MPL – and surpassing $380mn annual recurring gross 
written premium.
 

TigerRisk’s “Woj” to join K2 as chief 
growth officer

Former TigerRisk partner Chris Wojciechowski is 
joining K2 Insurance Services as chief growth officer 
as the rapidly-scaling MGA platform targets its next 
phase of expansion after clinching a recapitalisation 
deal topping $1bn in December, our sister publication 
The Insurer revealed.

According to sources, Wojciechowski – or “Woj”, as he is known – agreed a parting of 
ways with TigerRisk ahead of the closing of its merger with Howden and is expected 
to start in his new role with the MGA platform in early February. Wojciechowski – who 
moved to work remotely in Boise, Idaho amid the pandemic – was previously based 
in New York and Chicago, having joined TigerRisk as an associate in 2018 before being 
promoted to partner.

As part of his move to K2, sources said Wojciechowski is expected to relocate back 
to New York City. In his new role, Wojciechowski is expected to have responsibility 
for the firm’s M&A and capacity-sourcing activities. According to sources, in his most 
recent role Wojciechowski worked on a significant amount of program business, and 
predominantly handled casualty and professional liability placements.

News Recap: A month in the MGA sector
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South Shore Insurance Underwriters (SSIU) is looking to expand into new states and 
broaden further beyond its historic coastal commercial and residential property focus 
with recent hire Andrew Fowles set to be the first of several arrivals supporting the 
growth drive, CEO Taylor Norton has told Program Manager.

Fowles, the former deputy head of delegated authority at Canopius, joined SSIU as chief 
underwriting officer earlier this year.

And as Norton explained, Fowles’ arrival is set to herald a period of expansion at 
Daphne, Alabama-based SSIU.

SSIU currently underwrites various personal, SME-focused commercial and specialty 
lines programs in select counties within Alabama, Mississippi, South Carolina, Florida, 
Georgia and Texas.

“We’ve got pretty significant growth plans for 2023 – we want to get licensed in 10 
additional states, and add some new product lines,” Norton said.

“One of the values that Andy brings is he’ll help build out some of that product 
diversification.”

New product plans
While Norton was coy about the lines SSIU is considering entering, he did reference 
Fowles’ previous success at developing a book of auto physical damage business, a 
wildfire program, as well as primary and excess flood coverages.

SSIU targets geographic and 
product expansion following 
Fowles hire
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And Norton also highlighted Fowles’ work at Canopius US – where the new hire had 
spent six years as president and CUO before his promotion to deputy head of delegated 
authority at Canopius in 2021 – in developing programs for the nascent and fast-growing 
cannabis insurance market.

“We ultimately hired Andy to try to continue to add value to our carrier partners. That's 
our number one goal as an MGA – to leverage additional value to our carrier partners,” 
SSIU’s CEO said.

Fowles’ hire will also support bringing additional talent to the platform, Norton 
explained. “We’ll always continue to try to invest in best-in-class individuals, and it’s 
no secret that having Andy will attract talent itself … Anytime we can add value to our 
carrier partners on an underwriting basis, then we will look to hire product-specific 
underwriters and expertise to support that.”

SSIU, which was founded in 2013, describes itself as an insurtech and “a niche, cat-
exposed, commercial and residential property surplus lines brokerage and MGA”.

“We’re insurance people leveraging technology, whereas I think ‘insurtech’ sometimes 
gets a bad rap for being technologists trying to revolutionise insurance. We're insurance 
people first – we’re just leveraging the technology that's out there,” said Norton.
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lines programs in select counties within Alabama, Mississippi, South Carolina, Florida, Georgia 
and Texas on behalf of a largely London and Lloyd’s-based panel of capacity providers. Has 
plans to expand into 10 additional states and launch new products following the hire of 
former deputy head of delegated authority at Canopius Andrew Fowles earlier this year

“We’ve got pretty significant growth plans for 2023 – we want to 
get licensed in 10 additional states, and add some new product 

lines”
Taylor Norton, SSIU CEO
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Robust business
The MGA currently writes business on behalf of capacity providers including Chubb 
European Group, Convex UK, Chaucer Insurance Company DAC, Auto-Owners Insurance 
Group subsidiary Atlantic Casualty, Palomar Specialty and various Lloyd’s syndicates.

“We’ve built a fairly robust business in the Lloyd’s binding authority space,” said Norton.

“We'll put $30mn-plus into Lloyd’s in 2022 which puts us at a fairly decent size in the 
personal lines space, and we’ve built a platform that, quite frankly, is best in class. The 
tech platform has got all the bells and whistles that all the insurtechs talk about – APIs, 
data lakes, etc, but we punch well below our overall weight.”

Capacity is king
Norton said Fowles’ experience at Canopius, as well as at Novae, GLR Syndicate and 
RFIB Group earlier in his career, will prove valuable in the MGA “selling its story” amid 
its bid to secure additional capacity partners in what continues to be a tough market.

“Capacity is ultimately king and it is definitely a challenging renewal cycle,” said Norton. 
“Not all of our renewals come up at 1.1 – we've got them spread out throughout the 
year. It's still early days, but the messaging that we've ultimately been getting from our 
partners is we'll have enough support to maintain our book.

“I know it can certainly change in a moment's notice, but for us, we're looking at it as 
an opportunity to really leverage the value proposition that we have for our carrier 
partners,” said Norton.

And Norton said SSIU remains confident it will continue to benefit from the flight to 
quality seen in the MGA market in recent years.

“We feel good, but we know that we've got to continue to work to add value to our 
capital providers because at the end of the day, the overall Lloyd’s delegated binding 
authority market hasn't made money, and our job [as MGAs] is to make them money. We 
think that we can help fix that.”
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Hippo is poised to take advantage of M&A opportunities amid the strained insurtech 
funding environment while the firm’s fronting carrier Spinnaker is looking for new 
program partnerships that will diversify its book beyond its largely homeowners 
focus, CEO Rick McCathron has told Program Manager.

McCathron said the inability of insurtechs to raise capital in the currently challenged 
fundraising environment “will force more M&A activities”.

“There are many insurtechs that are going to run out of money, or not be able to raise 
money at a value that makes sense, which I think is going to create M&A opportunity,” 
predicted McCathron.

Legacy insurance companies interested in bringing some insurtech knowledge in-
house will be one driver of deals, the executive suggested, while he confirmed Hippo 
is also looking for opportunities “that fit our business model”.

“If we can accelerate our business model by buying some tech company that has 
something of interest, we would consider that,” he said.

McCathron said Hippo is already seeing some M&A opportunities in the marketplace.
“We will be opportunistic,” he said.

“We have acquired three companies in our life, and we will acquire more if we think 
the price is right and it accelerates us to our longer-term objectives. And I think the 
price will be right generally, because I do think things are selling and trading well 
below their actual value.”

Hippo eyes M&A opportunities 
as Spinnaker readies for 
diversification drive
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McCathron said one of Hippo’s “aces in the hole” is that the business has 
approximately $650mn of capital to support its growth.

“It will support us getting to cash flow positivity, and there is a buffer, so we can 
take advantage of strategic M&A if it makes sense,” he said.

Spinnaker set for growth
McCathron said Hippo’s fronting carrier Spinnaker has been performing “strongly”, 
with the platform now supporting programs that number in the double digits.

“We expect it to grow and we expect it to add generated premium and further 
support the enterprise level economics, so we're excited about it,” said McCathron.

Part of that growth will come from broadening its portfolio into other lines of 
business beyond homeowners, the executive explained.

“We do think that it is important for any carrier, whether you're fronting or risk 
bearing, to make sure that you have a diversified portfolio.

“And since a large portion of the Hippo homeowners program is put on Spinnaker 
paper, that means we need to make sure that we are diversified in other product 
lines as a fronting carrier for Spinnaker,” McCathron said.

“I absolutely expect additional programs to come on Spinnaker paper, and I believe 
those programs will be outside of the homeowner space,” he stated.

On course to meet profit targets
McCathron also said Hippo is on track to meet its new target of being cashflow 
positive by year end 2024.

The insurtech has tightened its underwriting model, gotten its operating expenses in 
check and taken steps to further grow the platform, McCathron said.

Given the current macroeconomic environment, technology start-ups are under 
increasing pressure to become cashflow positive in as short a time as possible, and 
insurtechs are no different. 
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That, McCathron said, “is really putting pressure on all early-stage companies”.

“In that vein, we've told investors we are accelerating our original underwriting 
profitability and cash flow positive profitability metric,” McCathron said.

“It was going to be in 2025/2026. We're now accelerating that to 2024, so moving it 12 
to 18 months sooner in order to make sure that we as quickly as possible have both 
an underwriting profit and an enterprise level profit.”

As McCathron explained, there are three core components to Hippo achieving 
its profitability goal: underwriting profitability, being disciplined in its cost and 
operating expenses, and growth.

Underwriting profitability, McCathron said, is “the first and largest component”.
“We've made some decisions on tightening our underwriting model, understanding 
what we need to do with price adequacy and with inflationary pressures,” said 
McCathron.

“The largest portion of our expenses is related to the underwriting risks that we 
participate in. So the first thing you’ve got to do is make sure your portfolio is 
moving to a point of profitability because that's the biggest chunk of the expenses,” 
the executive added.

Disciplined costs
The second component, McCathron said, is being disciplined with costs and 
operating expenses.

“Just because you have capital, it doesn't mean you should go out and spend it.
“You need to be diligent, make sure your belt is appropriately tightened, make sure 
that your workforce is right sized to the opportunities you have, [and] not have a lot 
of fat in your organisation.”

To that end, and like many other major insurtech players, Hippo has cut staff, with 
the business last September announcing it had laid off about 10 percent of its 
workforce – equal to some 70 staff.

“We're not planning on doing anything additionally,” said McCathron.

PM Interview
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“Situations can change, but we went through a very thoughtful approach when we 
made the decision that we made a few months ago to make sure that we wouldn't, 
barring any unforeseen circumstances, have to go and do a second round [of 
layoffs].

“We're very pleased with the continued discipline that our management team is 
showing on hiring roles that we need filled, and not hiring roles that are nice to 
haves, but not necessary,” he added.

Considered growth
While Hippo writes homeowners business as an MGA, with some of the risk staying 
on its balance sheet through fronting carrier Spinnaker, McCathron said another key 
element of the firm’s profitability drive is through its insurance agency platform and 
Hippo Home Care offering.

“A large portion of Hippo’s revenue isn't subject to risk,” said McCathron.

“If we sell somebody else's product in our agency, whether it's a cross-sell auto, 
or a home in an area that we're oversaturated, we get non-risk based, fee-based 
commission revenue,” the executive explained.

As a result, McCathron said Hippo was “doubling down” on its agency and Hippo 
Home Care services.

“[We want to make] sure that as a percentage, our revenue is moving more towards 
a balanced revenue portfolio – maybe the balance being 50/50 on both risk-based 
and non-risk based,” said McCathron.

“That's the third thing that would really help the profitability component.”
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Skyward Specialty CEO Andrew Robinson introduced the mantra “rule the niche” 
to describe the firm’s approach upon joining in mid-2020, and according to the 
executive, leveraging underwriting talent and technology in the programs segment is 
one way to execute that strategy.

Robinson was speaking to Program Manager on the heels of his firm’s Nasdaq listing 
earlier this month, with the newly public specialty insurer writing about 15 percent 
of its premiums through delegated authority relationships.

Skyward wrote $879mn in gross premiums through the third quarter in 2022, with 
two-thirds of the firm’s delegated authority premiums coming from a single MGA 
relationship Skyward has had for 11 years, and where the insurer holds a meaningful 
stake in the company.

Robinson said that Skyward’s other MGA relationships are with “tech-oriented” 
MGAs, such as those offering cannabis or flood coverage, broadly describing its 
delegated authority partnerships as an “important part of our future and our 
growth”.

PM Interview

Skyward’s Robinson: MGA market 
another way of executing “rule 
the niche” strategy
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“We think that working with them is a better way to ‘rule the niche’, which is our 
strategy, than to try to do it ourselves. And it's through that lens that we think about 
when we would work with a program administrator,” the chief executive explained.

Robinson then spoke more broadly about recent trends in the program administrator 
segment, saying that despite headlines and anecdotes about a talent migration from 
carriers to MGAs, his firm hasn’t found itself battling MGAs for human capital.

“Obviously, there's a huge amount of money that has worked its way into the 
market,” Robinson explained, describing the flood of capital towards MGA operators 
as an “extension of what's happening on the brokerage side” or, as he put it, investor 
demand for “fee-based businesses”. 

“You put a lot of debt leverage into it, and so that drove a lot of capital into that part 
of the market, and it drove a lot of talent migration as well,” Robinson explained.

“For our part, we have neither lost people to that world, nor do we find as much 
when we're recruiting talent, that we're recruiting talent who's evaluating that as an 
avenue,” he continued.

Robinson said that could partly be a function of where his firm might be looking for 
recruits, or that it could be a function of the specific segments Skyward has been 
exploring, where MGAs might operate with less intensity.
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“I think in the end, if you're going to win the best talent, you have to have the best 
proposition,” he explained. 

“If there's a great MGA out there that's got the best proposition for underwriting 
talent, they're gonna win. You see that in places like reps and warranties that are 
dominated by the MGA market.”

Still, Robinson expressed his strong satisfaction with the job his firm has done with 
recruiting.

“For our part, we think that we've got the A-plus talent in the categories that we're 
operating in and we feel confident about the loyalty and the engagement of our staff 
and, and what we can provide to them,” he continued.

“It's kind of an interesting dynamic, where you compete at one level on talent, and 
maybe on another level, you're partnering,” Robinson explained. 

“But, we're probably not unique as an industry in having that kind of relationship. I 
feel really good about the talent that we have and our ability to attract and retain 
talent once we have them on board.”
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CEO Macia: Joyn “ready to 
go” after finalizing $17.7mn 
Series A funding round
The chief executive of E&S-focused insurtech MGA Joyn told The Insurer that after 
securing her firm’s nearly $18mn Series A funding round earlier this month the 
company plans to rapidly scale in the year ahead, including raising headcount and 
executing on ambitious growth targets.

• CEO Macia says firm is targeting $20mn in annual GWP per UWer by ‘25
• Funding round oversubscribed, which Macia called “achieving the impossible”
• OMERS’ Wechsler said combo of tech and team drove investment decision
• Launched in July ’21, currently live with property, GL, and excess in 38 states, and 

DC

Seraina Macia was speaking in a joint interview alongside Dave Wechsler, a 
principal at OMERS Ventures, the VC firm that led the deal.

Other investors in the round include Avanta Ventures, ManchesterStory, and Cohen 
Circle, in addition to Bermuda (re)insurer SiriusPoint and a number of unnamed 
private investors.
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With difficult funding conditions for insurtech businesses a major market theme 
in 2022, Macia said her firm felt “really good” about completing the round, adding 
that she was “bullish” about the opportunity presented by an E&S market that has 
continued to remain strong and growing.

“We feel so lucky to be in a space where there are tailwinds and also [to benefit 
from] our own individual contributions by Joyn to that space,” she said.

Macia called the success of the funding round “achieving the impossible”, which she 
said entailed bringing in world class investors to a deal that was oversubscribed, 
which she characterized as one of the most complicated venture deals in recent 
years.

Joyn’s CEO explained that the firm had spent the last six months “honing” its use of 
technology, its underwriting, and its distribution relationships.

“We're ready to go. We can write so much faster and be so much more responsive 
to the E&S market space than anybody else has seen in the industry for the more 
complex risks,” Macia explained. “So we're super excited.”

With Joyn currently live in 38 states along with DC, and all of the largest 
geographies with the exception of Florida, Macia said that state expansion was 

“We're ready to go. We can write so much faster and be so much 
more responsive to the E&S market space than anybody else has 
seen in the industry for the more complex risks. So we're super 

excited”
Seraina Macia, co-founder and CEO, Joyn
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Name: Joyn Insurance Services Inc
Type: Insurtech MGA writing property, GL, and excess across 38 states
Key Personnel: Seraina Macia, co-founder and CEO; Callie Thomas and chief administrative 
officer; Ed McGough, co-founder and CTO; Stephan Braig, co-founder and chief innovation 
officer
Strategy: Aiming to “transform not disrupt” E&S market for SME risks, with eventual plans to 
potentially expand into the admitted market and transition to balance sheet company
Capacity: SiriusPoint, along with broader panel of reinsurers
Investors: SiriusPoint, OMERS Ventures, Avanta Ventures, ManchesterStory, Cohen Circle
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not among the firm’s top priorities for 2023, but that the MGA would be focusing 
on deepening its distribution relationships and improving its machine augmented 
underwriting.

The company is initially targeting the SME segment.

“We've laid the foundation for machine learning and getting our underwriting 
algorithms better and better, so 2023 is honing the machine and going deeper into 
these distribution relationships and really building out our value proposition.”

E&S complexity makes insurtech investing a challenge
Wechsler said it was Joyn’s ability to serve the complex risks of the E&S market with 
speed and efficiency that first attracted him to the company.

“When I first found Joyn what I saw was the right team, the right technology for the 
market, and really just lacking the funding and the understanding and confidence 
by the investor market that this was a good play,” Wechsler said.

According to Wechsler, the complexity of the E&S market has tended to make it 
more challenging for some insurtech investors to deploy capital into the space.

“As venture investors we tend to want products that have this infinite scale and 
may run independently from the developers - so in other words a platform that can 
be used by many companies,” Wechsler said.

“But when I really started digging into the E&S space, and I just saw a really 
complicated space that required expertise to deliver on, and [Joyn] was the right 
level of technology with an amazing team, but just in a market who couldn't really 
understand how to invest in it,” Wechsler said.

The former Hippo executive-turned-venture capitalist called the funding lined 
up by OMERS and other investors “the last leg of the stool”, while also calling the 
investor panel backing the insurtech “a great team”.

While Joyn’s technology platform was an initial source of his firm’s interest, 
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“We're ready to go. We can write so much faster and be so much 
more responsive to the E&S market space than anybody else has 
seen in the industry for the more complex risks. So we're super 

excited”
Seraina Macia, co-founder and CEO, Joyn



Wechsler also said the experience and industry network of its management team 
was a major factor in the investment decision.

“For me, a big part of my attraction to Joyn was the team itself,” Wechsler said, 
explaining that he had developed a newfound appreciation for seasoned industry 
executives operating insurtechs, versus those coming from outside the industry 
looking to disrupt it.

“The assumption that outsiders could just break in and disrupt was, I think, a little 
ill-guided,” Wechsler added.

Eyeing $20mn in GWP per UWer by ’25
Macia described Joyn’s ambitions in terms of holding itself to a “10x standard”, 
meaning the company seeks out areas where it can outperform competitors by that 
multiple.

As an example, Joyn’s CEO said that a typical underwriter operating in the SME E&S 
market might be expected to generate $2mn in written premium annually.

In contrast, Macia said, the efficiency of Joyn’s tech platform and its “machine 
augmented underwriting process” means the MGA’s underwriters can be expected 
to handle as much as $20mn of premium per year.

“That in turn translates to a real ease of doing business and providing an admitted 
experience in the non-admitted space to our brokers,” Macia explained, a comment 
that partly referenced one of the firm’s taglines.

Both executives spoke about how many firms have expressed lofty goals when it 
comes to better leveraging technology, but according to Wechsler, what Joyn has 
developed “really changes the underwriting experience”.

The venture capitalist also said that in the E&S market, where many executives 
devote significant time to data entry and what Wechsler called “busy work”, 

PM Interview
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"But when I really started digging into the E&S space, and I just 
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on, and [Joyn] was the right level of technology with an amazing 
team, but just in a market who couldn't really understand how to 

invest in it"
David Wechsler, principal, OMERS Ventures
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precision and accuracy are of equal or greater importance to the speed of 
transaction.

“This technology was designed to incrementally improve the way E&S was 
underwritten, and improve it in a way that no one else was doing in the E&S 
market,” Wechsler said.

“We do it in a much more consistent and efficient way, pulling in third party data 
sets, [and] providing an ease of doing business to the brokers,” Macia added.

Joyn rolls out machine augmented underwriting
Among the platform’s features, it can collect data from submissions that are 
provided in multiple file formats, where it is able to recognize all the data, which 
then gets populated into a workbench experience where the underwriter primarily 
works in a single environment throughout the underwriting process.

Wechsler touted sterling feedback he said he received from brokers using the 
platform, as he made the case that the distribution partners would be among the 
biggest beneficiaries of Joyn’s expanded presence in the market.

“This is not a speculative play in disrupting the market,” Wechsler explained.

“These folks have really targeted a sector that is exploding with the best 
technology solution and the best relationships in the market,” he continued. 

“And I think that that's the approach you have to take to win at least from a venture 
capital side right now in insurtech.”

Wechsler also predicted that Joyn’s presence targeting SME risks in the non-
admitted channel, could introduce competition that forces others to up their 
technology game.

“I think what we're really talking about is not only a great company doing great 
technology, but I think you're going to see a real ‘bar lift’ in E&S where basically the 
standard is going to be brought up and I think that's really where Joyn is going to 
shine.”
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"The assumption that outsiders could just break in and disrupt 
was, I think, a little ill-guided"

Wechsler, on the appeal of the Joyn management team's 
experience



M&A, fundraising and start-ups

CB Insights: Q4 insurtech 
funding slumps in Q4 

CB Insights said that funding for insurtech companies 
fell by 82 percent in the fourth quarter – to $1bn 
from nearly $6bn a year ago – in what amounts to the 
lowest amount of equity allocated to the sector since 
the second quarter of 2018.

The news further confirms and adds important context 
to the steady stream of negative headlines regarding widespread layoffs in the tech 
sector, as firms adapt to tighter funding conditions in the face of rising capital costs. 
CB Insights’ latest quarterly fintech funding report also showed that insurtech funding 
plunged by 53 percent in 2022 to $8.4bn – down from $17.8bn in 2021 – returning closer 
to the $8.5bn of insurtech funding in 2020.

Among other details the report also shows that the 106 insurtech deals announced in 
the fourth quarter was the lowest total since the fourth quarter in 2019 and matched 
the lowest number of quarterly deals announced since the study was launched in 2018. 
The drop-off compares to the 169 deals announced in 2021’s fourth quarter, and the 147 
announced in the third quarter of 2022. For 2022, insurtech venture capital deal count 
dropped to 579 from 697, but remained ahead of the 529 deals completed in 2020.
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Socius adds PL depth  
with Kelly acquisition

Wholesale broker and MGA Socius has bolstered its 
professional liability capabilities with the acquisition 
of New York-based managing general underwriter 
Kelly Underwriting Services.

From its headquarters in Farmingdale, Kelly offers 
four insurance programs focused on management, 

professional and cyber liability insurance as well as property and casualty coverage.

The firm, founded in 2012, is led by founding principal and president Thomas Nash. 
Having been acquired by Abry Partners-backed Socius, Kelly will continue to operate 
its underwriting platform independently of its new parent. Socius said through the 
deal, Kelly can expand its product offerings both organically and through strategic 
acquisitions. At the same time, Socius will provide additional corporate leadership and 
operational infrastructure to accelerate Kelly’s growth.

“This provides us with an excellent foundation for our continued build-out of a 
dedicated underwriting capability,” said Socius president and CEO Patrick Hanley. 
Chris McKechnie, Socius executive vice president, said the company remains focused 
on augmenting what he said is the firm’s “strong organic growth” with strategic 
transactions in both the wholesale and MGA sectors.

DOXA buys transportation MGA
DOXA Insurance Holdings has acquired Bradshaw 
Insurance Group (BIG), a Delphi, Indiana-based 
MGA specialising in niche transportation insurance 
products.

BIG is a sixth-generation insurance agency. Its offerings 
include a drivers’ association, claims administration 

and a brokerage division. Stacy Bradshaw will continue to lead BIG as president. 

DOXA acquires specialty niche-focused insurance distribution companies such as 
MGAs, wholesale brokers and program administrators. In a 2023 outlook for MGAs, 
DOXA suggested that the threats to the economic landscape have made M&A much 
more expensive. 

“Federal rate hikes, inflation and the threat of a recession have all contributed to the 
decrease in deals made,” it said.

DOXA said that MGAs will benefit from remaining diligent in their short- and long-
term goals to prove their expertise and set themselves apart in the eyes of buyers. 
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Vouch acquires lending 
specialist Level

High-growth company focused insurtech MGU Vouch 
has acquired start-up financing and lending specialist 
Level along with its team of engineers.

As Vouch detailed, Level, which was founded last year, 
has developed a tech-driven underwriting process 
for early-stage fintech companies that brings new 

efficiencies and speed to the process of raising debt.

The San Francisco-based start-up was founded by Vladimir Korshin, Asa Schachar 
and Molly Hogan. It provides straightforward financing to lending start-ups that helps 
them get off the ground and then grows with them as those nascent businesses scale. 
Level does do so by initially buying loans in small quantities and then rewarding its 
customers with more access to capital based on their performance.

Vouch, which is also based in San Francisco, offers start-up companies fully digital, 
bespoke insurance coverage. The company has raised over $160mn to date and last 
year secured a valuation of $550mn, while its policies are underwritten on the paper 
of Markel-owned fronting carrier State National, supported by a panel of reinsurers 
including its own in-house risk-bearing entity.

Surety MGA Propeller fundraises
Philadelphia-based insurtech Propeller, a digital MGA 
with a proprietary instant issue surety bond platform, 
has raised $6.4mn in seed funding.

Propeller said the funding was “led by a consortium 
of industry partners”, including insurance companies, 
wholesalers, agents, venture capitalists and individuals 

from within the industry. The funds will be used to accelerate growth by investing in 
people, expanding the product base and increasing marketing and sales efforts to add 
agents to the Propeller ecosystem.

To date, Propeller has signed on over 2,100 insurance agencies nationwide. It offers 
agents and brokers a white-labelled URL that houses nearly 7,000 surety bond 
obligations and allows both agents and customers to quote, pay and receive their 
bonds within minutes. Aaron Steffey, CEO and co-founder of the insurtech, said: 
"Propeller was able to construct our funding from multiple strategic partners within 
the industry, all of whom believe in our mission to make the surety bonding process 
fast and easy.” Propeller also offers underwriting expertise via proprietary programs. 
In April last year Skyward Specialty announced a partnership with Propeller.
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GRP makes second acquisition of 
2023 with Nucleus UW

Global Risk Partners (GRP) has continued its 2023 M&A 
drive with the acquisition of Nucleus Underwriting.

Aylesbury-based Nucleus is a specialist MGA that 
provides insurance within the life sciences, R&D and 
specialist manufacturing sectors. The deal marks GRP’s 
first MGA acquisition since its takeover by Brown & 

Brown last year.

Nucleus will now continue trading under Camberford Underwriting, an insurance 
underwriting agency owned by GRP. Nucleus’ managing director James McHugh 
and his colleagues will all remain with the business. Clive Nathan, who has overall 
responsibility for GRP’s MGA division, underlined how Nucleus’ underwriting 
experience will effectively fit into its culture. He said: “It has a true niche focus with 
great underwriting experience and a leader who will fit well in our culture.”

McHugh added: “We are all very excited to be joining Camberford and, with their help, 
are confident of building out a leading position in the SME space for life sciences, R&D 
and specialist manufacturing industries which are earmarked for substantial growth.”

Specialty accounted for 22.5% of ‘22 
insurance distribution M&A deals

MarshBerry noted that deals involving specialty 
distributors, including MGAs, as targets accounted for 
22.5 percent of the total 708 insurance distribution 
M&A transactions in 2022.

The firm added that specialty firm deals increased by 
a compound annual growth rate of 21.9 percent since 

2018, “a trend that is anticipated to continue as traditional retail brokers expand into 
the wholesale and delegated authority space”.

MarshBerry reported that overall deal volume was down 23.4 percent last year in 
the sector but with some deals still not announced in early January it said that 2022 
will likely still be the second highest total on record, surpassing the 2020 total of 
712 announced transactions. This was despite the insurance advisory firm noting 
hurdles such as global macro headwinds including inflation, a slowing economy, 
labour shortages and high interest rates. The firm added that valuations in insurance 
distribution remain “very strong”. Valuations on a guaranteed base purchase price for 
average firms in 2022 were essentially flat compared to 2021 at around 10.70x. Platform 
deals saw an increase in valuations on that basis from 12.85x to 13.20x.
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Ambac’s Xchange Benefits MGU 
launches Distribution Re

Ambac-owned MGU Xchange Benefits has set up a 
protected cell company named Distribution Re, which 
will insure accident and health risks primarily in the 
form of high deductible medical stop loss plans.

The new entity has been approved by the State of 
Tennessee Insurance Department and is wholly owned 

by Xchange Benefits, but will be run by New Jersey-based manager Captive Planning 
Associates. Commenting on the move, Xchange Benefits CEO Peter McGuire said being 
able to provide captive cells to employer stop loss clients represented an important 
addition to the MGU’s capabilities.

Ambac acquired Xchange Benefits in 2020 and the firm sits on the New York-listed 
group’s expansive MGA platform Cirrata. As well as buying majority stakes in MGAs, 
Ambac is looking at launching de novo businesses on the Cirrata platform as it targets 
fee-based income. Ambac’s MGA platform is part of a three-pronged strategy that 
also includes its fronting platform Everspan and investing in other related businesses 
through its Redgrove investment arm.

Coalition sells MGA Attune to 
Colorado comp specialist 

Cyber-focused insurtech Coalition struck a deal to sell 
its small business property-casualty MGA Attune to 
Colorado workers’ comp specialist Pinnacol Assurance, 
marking a reversal from its diversification plans, our 
sister publication The Insurer revealed.

According to sources, Coalition closed the transaction 
to sell Attune to Cake Insure, a wholly owned subsidiary of Colorado’s largest workers’ 
compensation writer. Pinnacol intends to continue operating Attune as a standalone 
business, meaning limited changes are expected for existing Attune staff. Terms of the 
transaction couldn’t immediately be determined.

Coalition co-founder and CEO Joshua Motta announced the transaction in an email to 
his firm’s cyber and executive risk staff, obtained from market sources and reviewed 
by this publication. Motta said the company took the move despite undertaking 
significant work to put Attune on the path to long-term success throughout 2022, 
citing the “rapid hardening” of the P&C market that has “challenged the near-term 
economics of the business, particularly for non-carrier MGAs like Attune”.
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Dual North America launches  
fine art underwriting program

Dual North America brought to market a new fine 
art underwriting program that offers up to $30mn 
of primary limits and $50mn of excess limits under 
the oversight of its fine art division president Casey 
Santangelo.

Distributed through wholesale and retail brokers 
across the US, the program, which is supported by an undisclosed panel of insurers, 
has a minimum attachment point of $25mn for excess placements.

It goes live this month and offers coverage for a range of art collections including 
paintings and sculptures, rare books and manuscripts, archaeological materials, 
antiques and other objects of artistic or historic merit.

The program covers both domestic and international risks, along with additional 
coverage against terrorism, flood, earthquake, defence costs, restoration and event 
cancellation.
 

NIP partners with CalAPA  
on new AsphaltPro program

NIP Group unveiled a new program called AsphaltPro 
which is being offered exclusively to members of the 
California Asphalt Pavement Association (CalAPA).

The program, developed in tandem with CalAPA, 
provides a comprehensive range of insurance 
protections tailored specifically to the paving 

industry.

As specialty program manager NIP noted, asphalt covers about 95 percent of 
California’s paved surfaces, and is the pavement of choice for public and private 
owners.

As such, the paving industry has a vital role in maintaining the Golden State’s 
economy through its work on roadways and parking lots. 

However, the construction industry has some of the highest annual risk of any 
sector owing to its complex nature, and so the new program has been developed, 
NIP added.
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Distinguished adds environmental 
team and book in SiriusPoint tie-up

Doug Stepenosky and his 24-strong environmental 
team are moving from SiriusPoint to Distinguished 
Programs as part of a partnership between the 
companies that will see the Bermudian carrier 
continue to provide capacity under a multi-year 
program agreement, sister title The Insurer revealed.

The move represents the latest example of the transformation taking place at 
Distinguished under new management brought in with Aquiline’s majority investment 
in the program administrator early last year.

It also represents an innovative transaction that will allow Distinguished to provide 
a platform for the environmental underwriting team to grow in an MGA environment 
– potentially with additional capacity from third parties. Meanwhile, SiriusPoint will 
continue to support the book with its paper and benefit from its underwriting results. 
Confirming the move, Distinguished said the arrangement will allow the New York-
based program administrator to expand into environmental, construction pollution 
and professional liability insurance.
 

Arcadian enters D&F property  
binding deal with Aviva unit

Bermuda-based MGA Arcadian Risk Capital revealed 
it had agreed a multi-year direct and facultative 
property binding arrangement with Aviva Insurance 
Limited UK.

The agreement is designed to consolidate Arcadian’s 
short-tail book of technically engineered risk 

management business, written either as a direct insurance or facultative reinsurance 
placement. The account is written by Arcadian’s London-based underwriter Barry 
Marren, who joined the MGA in October 2021 as EVP of property insurance with a 
mandate to grow its product offering alongside its long-tail portfolios.

Arcadian said the target portfolio will comprise global industrial and commercial 
property, predominantly written on an excess of loss basis. Founded in October 2020 
by former Markel global casualty chief underwriting officer John Boylan, Arcadian 
first received approval from the Bermuda Monetary Authority. In August 2022, it then 
received approval from the Central Bank of Ireland and the UK’s Financial Conduct 
Authority. The MGA has a strategic partnership with SiriusPoint, with capacity for 
Arcadian-assumed risks provided by the (re)insurer’s entities in Bermuda and Sweden.
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Xchange Benefits launches A&H 
reinsurance MGU backed by C&F

Ambac-owned Xchange Benefits launched a 
reinsurance MGU called Xchange Re Underwriting 
Agency, which offers global lead market capacity for 
accident and health (A&H) reinsurance programs on 
behalf of a Crum & Forster subsidiary.

The new entity is a wholly owned subsidiary of 
managing general underwriter Xchange Benefits. It will specialise in personal 
accident catastrophe and special risk reinsurance and retrocession.

Xchange Re has signed a reinsurance underwriting management agreement 
with United States Fire Insurance Company, which operates under the registered 
trademark of Fairfax subsidiary Crum & Forster and has an AM Best rating of A 
(Excellent).

Xchange Re will underwrite worldwide A&H reinsurance coverage, both non-
proportional treaty and facultative/direct excess of loss business, on behalf of US 
Fire.
 

R&Q’s Accredited adds seven 
programs in December

R&Q Accredited approved partnerships with seven 
new programs in December which will collectively 
add some ~$130mn in gross written premium (GWP) 
over the next 12-15 months.

The firm expanded existing Accredited America 
partnerships with three new programs at Falvey 

Insurance Group (see below) and one with Southern Star MGA.

Accredited America also entered new partnerships with Platinum Specialty 
Underwriters and Cover Whale, while in Europe it agreed a tie-up with broker GmbH, 
its first MGA partner in Germany.

In an October trading update, R&Q reported GWP of $1.3bn in its program 
management arm for the first nine months of the year, compared to $714mn in the 
prior-year period.

R&Q also reported a 100 percent increase in Accredited’s fee income to $60mn for 
the first nine months of 2022.
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Falvey grows capacity for 2023 as 
three programs move to Accredited

Falvey Insurance Group has grown its 2023 
underwriting capacity for the fifth consecutive year 
with 35 different carriers and Lloyd’s syndicates now 
backing the MGA.

For this year, Falvey has 36 underwriting facilities 
supporting the four MGAs it oversees. The facilities 

are backed by Lloyd’s syndicates as well as Chubb, Beazley, Ascot, Starr Insurance 
Companies, Accredited Surety and Casualty Company, Nationwide E&S/Specialty and 
Great American Insurance Group.

Three of its offerings for 2023 – cargo, shippers’ interest and vessel pollution – are now 
with R&Q-owned program-focused carrier Accredited Surety and Casualty Company.

Elsewhere, Falvey’s vessel pollution offering now includes capacity support from Great 
American, a tie-up that broadens the relationship between the two firms that began 
last year when the Cincinnati, Ohio-based carrier began backing the MGA’s cargo 
program. Falvey’s in-house cargo authority has had its capacity increased to $75mn for 
any one conveyance or location.
 

PLMR-FRONT agrees multi-year deal 
with MGA Advanced AgProtection

Palomar Holdings’ fronting carrier entered the $20bn 
US crop insurance market after agreeing a multi-
year tie-up with specialist managing general agent 
Advanced AgProtection.

To enter the deal, Palomar Specialty Insurance 
Company became authorised as the 14th approved 

insurance provider in the US by the Federal Crop Insurance Corporation.

Through the agreement, PLMR-FRONT will serve as a fronting carrier for Advanced 
AgProtection over an unspecified “multi-year” time period. According to Palomar, 
Advanced AgProtection “is a leader in the crop insurance sector” that utilises 
advanced technology and proprietary decisioning tools that are specific to the US 
farming community.

“We are excited to enter the crop insurance sector through this fronting program 
with a best-in-class MGA partner, led by a widely respected management team with 
125 years of combined experience in the sector,” said Jon Christianson, Palomar’s 
president.
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Core Specialty launches excess 
liability program with SynchronoSure

Core Specialty launched a new excess liability program 
that provides up to $5mn in coverage in conjunction 
with SynchronoSure.

The program, which attaches at $11mn and higher, 
is targeted at small and middle-market businesses 
operating within over 550 industry class codes. 

The program is offered nationwide on a non-admitted basis, exclusively through 
SynchronoSure. “Our fronted programs division is pleased to work with SynchronoSure 
to offer small to medium-sized businesses higher excess liability coverage to further 
insulate them from loss,” said Jeff Consolino, president and CEO of Core Specialty. “We 
are also pleased to participate in the risk alongside a select group of high-quality 
reinsurance companies.”

SynchronoSure is a 777 Partners portfolio company. It offers workers’ compensation, 
E&S excess liability, E&S commercial property, truckers’ general liability and GigBOP. 
The launch came after Core Specialty earlier in January agreed to provide the paper 
for a hotels-focused general liability and auto liability program brought to market by 
Aquiline-backed Distinguished Programs.
 

McGowan unveils new AM Best A++ 
backed habitational CGL program

McGowan Companies unveiled a new commercial 
general liability (CGL) program backed by AM Best A++ 
rated capacity targeted at habitational risks such as 
apartment buildings and condominium associations.

The offering, which comes from program administrator 
McGowan’s newly formed Countrywide Habitational 

Purchasing Group which itself sits within McGowan Excess & Casualty, is available 
across the US, bar Alaska, Hawaii and New York. Written on a non-admitted basis, 
the program targets low to medium hazard exposures for habitational risks including 
apartments, condominium/townhome/homeowner associations, as well as single-
family and multi-family dwellings.

The program offers a low minimum premium of $2,500, and McGowan said it will 
consider mixed-use premises where commercial exposures do not exceed 50 percent. 
Alongside the CGL coverage, interested clients can add hired and non-owned auto 
liability protection, along with employee benefits liability on a claims-made basis and 
also stop-gap employer’s liability.
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Program partners and launches

Loadsure enhances freight offering 
with TMK capacity backing

Cargo insurtech MGA Loadsure secured capacity 
support from Tokio Marine Kiln (TMK) to further 
enhance its data-driven freight protection offering.

The partnership aims to develop a framework that 
will enable Loadsure to further expand its platform 
capabilities, supported commodities and geographic 

reach, as well as support the development of its overall growth strategy.

In a statement TMK said the collaboration is part of a broader approach to drive digital 
innovation and modernisation within the market.

Loadsure, which secured Lloyd’s coverholder status in 2019 and was part of the 2020 
Lloyd’s Lab cohort, directly addresses freight underinsurance with data-powered, AI-
priced, on-demand cargo cover.

This new backing comes at a time of significant growth for Loadsure after having 
closed an $11mn Series A funding round in early 2022.
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Select program partners and launches
Program Manager Type Offering Paper Date Notes

MGA Freight protection 
coverage

4-Jan Cargo insurtech MGA Loadsure received 
capacity backing from Tokio Marine Kiln 
to further enhance its data-driven freight 
protection offering

Program Primary general 
liability and auto 
liability for hotels

4-Jan Aquiline-backed Distinguished has 
secured capacity from Core Specialty for 
a new program offering GL and auto 
liability to mid-scale, boutique, luxury 
and resort hotels

Program Commercial 
general liability 
for habitational 
risks

Unknown A++ 
rated capacity

4-Jan Non-admitted CGL program for apartment 
buildings and condominium associations 
from McGowan’s newly formed 
Countrywide Habitational Purchasing 
Group is available throughout the US bar 
Alaska, Hawaii and NY

Program Excess liability 5-Jan Non-admitted excess liability program for 
SMEs operating within over 550 industry 
class codes offering up to $5mn in limits. 
The program attaches at $11mn and 
higher, and is available nationwide

MGA Crop insurance PLMR-FRONT 10-Jan Palomar’s fronting carrier has entered the 
$20bn US crop insurance market with a 
multi-year agreement to support specialist 
MGA Advanced AgProtection

MGA Motor, commercial 
combined and 
property coverage

Unknown 12-Jan Kingfisher UK’s specialist insurance 
MGA First Underwriting has launched a 
new arm called Slipstream Underwriting 
targeting participants, businesses, and 
governing bodies within the motorsport 
industry

MGA Cargo, shippers’ 
interest and 
vessel pollution 
programs

13-Jan Marine-focused Falvey's underwriting 
capacity has grown to 35 different carriers 
and Lloyd’s syndicate partnerships, while 
its cargo, shippers’ interest and vessel 
pollution offerings have transitioned to 
R&Q’s fronting carrier Accredited

MGU Accident and 
health reinsurance

17-Jan Ambac’s Xchange Benefits has launched 
new reinsurance MGU Xchange Re 
Underwriting Agency offering global 
lead market capacity for A&H reinsurance 
programs on behalf of a Crum & Forster 
subsidiary

MGA Direct and 
facultative 
property

18-Jan Bermuda-based MGA Arcadian Risk 
Capital has agreed a multi-year D&F 
property binding arrangement with Aviva. 
The account is written by Arcadian’s 
London-based underwriter Barry Marren

Program Environmental 
liability

19-Jan Doug Stepenosky and his 24-strong 
environmental team are moving from 
SiriusPoint to Distinguished Programs. 
The Bermudian carrier will continue to 
provide capacity via a multi-year program 
agreement

Program AsphaltPro Unknown 20-Jan NIP Group’s new AsphaltPro program 
provides a range of insurance protections 
for the paving industry, and is offered 
exclusively to members of the California 
Asphalt Pavement Association (CalAPA)

Program Carbon purchase 
protection cover

23-Jan Carbon credit insurance specialist and 
Lloyd’s coverholder Kita has secured lead 
underwriting capacity from Chaucer for 
its product providing protection against 
delivery risk for forward purchased carbon 
credits buyers

MGA Energy, property 
and marine cover

Unknown A rated 
capacity

24-Jan Start-up reinsurance MGA Abu Dhabi 
Re led by Andrew Sturdy has begun 
underwriting having secured capacity 
support, offering energy, property and 
marine coverage to clients in the Gulf, 
Africa and Asia

MGA Renewable energy 
property

24-Jan Renewable energy-focused MGA kWh 
Analytics has secured capacity from 
Aspen Insurance for a new non-admitted 
property program offering policy limits of 
up to $75mn

Program Fine art Unknown 25-Jan Dual NA has launched a fine art program 
for domestic and international risks. 
Distributed through wholesale and retail 
brokers, it offers limits up to $30mn in 
primary and $50mn in excess for a range 
of art collections
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People moves

US Risk goes for One80’s Furlong
US Risk strengthened its management team with the hire of Alex Furlong 
as president of its wholesale and MGA businesses. The new recruit 
joined having spent the past three years at One80 Intermediaries.

Nexus adds Darlea and Rostamzad
Nexus Underwriting hired New York City-based Justin Darlea from Starr 
Companies to serve as assistant vice president of product recall within 
its US specialty casualty business. Elsewhere, Nexus recruited Farah 
Rostamzad from Coface as head of trade credit within its French office.

Risksmith eyes E&S property with Hallmark’s Patel
Expansive MGU platform Risksmith Insurance Services added Hallmark 
Financial Services’ Ravi Patel to run its E&S property business as it looks 
to grow the book with talent acquisition and a broadened appetite 
which includes a greater primary focus.

TigerRisk program head Kilduff departs
Just 16 months after first joining TigerRisk, the reinsurance broker’s 
head of programs Jim Kilduff left the firm shortly after the company’s 
merger with Howden RE closed.

Fowles joins SSIU as CUO
South Shore Insurance Underwriters added Canopius’ former deputy 
head of delegated authority Andrew Fowles to its ranks with the 
MGA looking to broaden beyond its book of coastal commercial and 
residential property business.
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People moves

Insurtech Joyn hires GuideOne’s Berger
SME-focused insurtech MGA Joyn hired Adam Berger as head of growth 
with the recruit joining from GuideOne where he had overseen its CGA 
Insurance Services MGA arm.

ProWriters adds INSUREtrust’s Goldthorp
Wholesaler and surplus lines broker ProWriters recruited Zane 
Goldthorp from INSUREtrust as director of broker development as the 
firm looks for further growth in the technology E&O and cyber sectors.

Buckle co-founder Young departs
Buckle Insurance’s co-founder and CEO Marty Young exited the gig 
economy insurtech and was succeeded by Dustin Walsey. Sources said 
the change in part reflects a pivot in Buckle’s strategy.

Arbol hires Ibarra for LatAm push
Climate-focused parametric insurtech Arbol hired former Global 
Parametrics CEO and ex-PartnerRe ILS specialist Hector Ibarra as it 
targets opportunities in Latin America.

Kettle hires Fidelis’ Espie as CUO
San Francisco-based Kettle, a climate change-related risk focused MGA 
that writes reinsurance, hired Bermuda-based Brian Espie from Fidelis 
as chief underwriting officer.

Brit vet Metcalfe joins SynchronoSure
Small business MGU SynchronoSure hired Noreen Metcalfe as chief 
underwriting officer. Metcalfe, a former reinsurance head at Brit Global 
Specialty USA, most recently served as the top reinsurance executive at 
MGU Ambridge Group.

Everspan adds Everest Re’s Lucas 
Ambac-owned program insurer Everspan Group appointed Atlanta, 
Georgia-based Darwin Lucas as chief underwriting and reinsurance 
officer, with the new hire making the move following five years at 
Everest Re.

Argo’s Ohodnicki joins Ethos in partnerships role
Argo’s head of specialty programs Leah Ohodnicki left the business 
after almost eight years and joined Ascot-owned MGA platform Ethos 
Specialty as EVP of strategic partnerships.
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People moves

GRP adds Zurich’s Driscoll
Brown & Brown-owned UK intermediary Global Risk Partners hired Barry 
Driscoll from Zurich to fill a newly created role as chief trading officer 
within its underwriting division, reporting to underwriting CEO Clive 
Nathan.

Landmark move for Ravenscroft 
MGA Landmark appointed London-based Andrew Ravenscroft as head 
of property. The hire, who joined from Arlington Insurance Services, 
will support Landmark’s expansion into the new core specialty line of 
property.

One80 names Milne chief marketing officer
Risk Strategies-owned wholesale intermediary One80 promoted 
national sales and marketing director Lenika Milne to chief marketing 
officer.

Nick Colis named Euclid’s VP of program development
Nick Colis has been promoted to vice president of program development 
at Euclid Insurance Services after moving over from Euclid Specialty 
Managers following its sale to Specialty Program Group. Colis was most 
recently deputy CUO at Dan Aronowitz-led program administrator Euclid 
Specialty Managers, which has been trading as Euclid Fiduciary.

BMS Re hires former Strata president McGarry
BMS Re has recruited the former president of Strata Underwriting 
Managers and reinsurance industry veteran Bryan McGarry as an 
executive vice president in a production-based role focusing on property.  
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Cyber insurtech Corvus cuts 53 roles
Boston-based cyber MGA Corvus has let go of 53 staff - equal to 14 percent of 
its employee base - in a round of layoffs that has mostly affected business 
development roles in what is the latest example of an insurtech looking to 
lengthen its runway amid tight funding conditions.

According to sources, news of the job cuts were announced in a town hall last 
Tuesday morning, with further communications expected to be rolled out to 
distribution partners and the broader market in the coming weeks.
Among those most heavily impacted were roles that were essential to the firm’s 
early build-out, with the MGA now looking to “right-size” its headcount as the 
business matures.

Territory manager positions and those tied to “lead generation” were chief among 
those cut, along with those connected to the build out of Corvus’s tech platform.
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There are now 20+ fronting carriers in the US
Name US 

launch
Key 

personnel

2020 Joe Zuk, Hugh Burgess, John Willemsen, Rich Koehler, Mike McAuliffe

2018 Pat Rastiello

2017 Eric Halter

NA Andrew O’Brien

2015 Jerome Breslin

2021 Brady Young and Jonathan Reiss

2021 Scott Snyder, Will Thuston

2021 Wyatt Blackburn, Steve Dresner

NA Terry McCafferty

2020 Richard Kahlbaugh

2020 Chris McClellan, Mike Toole, Tony Urban

1993 Amit Shah

2020 Bill Jewett, Craig Rappaport

2020 Jason Sears

Southlake Specialty 2021 Yogesh Kumar Chhabra

2015 Torben Ostergaard, Dave Ingrey

1973 Matthew Freeman

2020 Shane Haverstick, Lloyd Yavener, Russ Renvyle

NA Michael Day

2019 Erik Matson, Dave Paulsson, Ethan Allen

2017 Michael Beasley

Source: The Insurer
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